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... nothing beats W. R. MEADOWS.

For more than 60 years, W. R. MEADOWS has been working with architects, engineers and design 

firms to create sustainable, environmentally-friendly and energy efficient structures.  Our line of building

envelope products protects against all types of moisture – air, vapor and water – and utilizes advanced,

environmentally-friendly technology.  This unique combination of protection and technology is helping

design teams earn LEED credits in indoor environmental air quality, as well as materials and resources.

W. R. MEADOWS plays an integral role in helping design teams block moisture ingress while creating

energy efficient buildings.  In addition to detailed product and LEED credit information, we also provide

CAD details and drawings to simplify your “green building” job.

Visit www.wrmeadows.com or call 1-800-342-5976 for more information.
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CNN Communication Center, New York, NY
Custom Curved AeroPlex Screen: 7’9” x 24’       
Systems Integrator: McCann Systems, LLC.

Building Solutions
Only Stewart Filmscreen had the right solution with its custom aspect 
ratio 24-foot curved screen 

News broadcasting has always required state-of-the-art technol-

ogy to bring stories from around the world into our living rooms. When 

CNN was designing the new Communications Center in the Time Warner 

Building in the heart of New York City, they wanted to use a large video screen 

to serve as the back drop for popular programming including American 

Morning and CNN Election Center.

Only Stewart Filmscreen had the right solution with its custom aspect 

ratio 24-foot curved screen. After rigorous testing by AV specialists that 

studied color and resolution using studio lighting and cameras, it was 

the Stewart screen that offered the best performance, features, and  

flexibility.

There is no project too large or too impossible for Stewart Filmscreen. 

Even though we are an innovative projection screen manufacturer, our 

strength is in the development of optimized, breakthrough solutions  

that bring your commercial projects to life. Our qualified staff of  

professional engineers works with designers, architects, contrac-

tors and systems integrators to seamlessly integrate technology in the  

creation of the most unforgettable commercial, entertainment, and 

demonstration spaces.

For additional information on Stewart Filmscreen: 

www.stewartfilmscreen.com

To speak with a representative: www.stewartfilmscreen.com/reps

C O M M E R C I A L
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        ebuild.
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 44 New Practice, Un-Practice
A lot of young designers are starting their own fi rms, some by choice, some by 

necessity (as they see it) because of the lack of jobs elsewhere. ARCHITECT introduces 

three of these fl edgling practices. AMANDA KOLSON HURLEY

 50 Futures of the Past
Richard Moe, the longtime president of the National Trust for Historic Preservation, 

is about to retire. What’s next for the National Trust and the movement—greatly 

expanded under Moe—that it represents? BRADFORD MCKEE
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With domestic projects on the wane, one bright spot for U.S. architecture fi rms is 
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 63  Charles H. Shaw Technology 
and Learning Center
Farr Associates turned Chicago’s dilapidated Sears powerhouse, listed on the National 

Register of Historic Places, into a green charter high school, all while preserving the 

history of the building’s energy-generating past. KATIE GERFEN
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Peter Arkle
“The Art of War” • page 30

Peter Arkle grew up in Scotland 

and now lives in New York 

City, where he’s a freelance 

illustrator of books (such as 

Seeing and Writing), magazines 

(BusinessWeek, Every Day With 

Rachael Ray, Time), newspapers 

(The New York Times, the 

Guardian), and advertisements 

(Microsoft, Nike, IBM). He 

occasionally writes and illustrates 

his own newspaper containing 

stories of his everyday life, Peter 

Arkle News, which he’s been 

publishing since 1993 when he 

was an art student in London. 

(“It’s not monthly or quarterly. 

It’s wheneverly,” he says.)
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Sustainability is a snap with PAC-CLAD roofi ng panels 
•  25,000 sq. ft. of 24 gauge, 12’’ wide SNAP-CLAD panels featured here

• 20,000 sq. ft. fl at stock for fl ashings

• Snap-On Batten Wall Panels for added impact 

•  Available in PAC-850 Half Vent Soffi t and fl atstock 

•  Multiple options and applications for this adaptable product

Our PAC-CLAD® Kynar 500® fi nish, covered by a non-prorated 20 year warranty, 

is now available in 37 colors on steel and aluminum. Most colors meet LEED®, 

ENERGY STAR® and cool roof certifi cation requirements.

See us at the IRE Show!  Booth 1712

www.PAC-CLAD.com   
Elk Grove Village, IL: 1 800 PAC CLAD
Annapolis Junction, MD:  1 800 344 1400      
Tyler, TX: 1 800 441 8661     
Acworth, GA: 1 800 272 4482       
Fridley, MN: 877 571 2025

Green 
with envy

Orlando World Center Marriott Resort, Orlando, FL   Building Consultants, LTD Architects  
 Nations Roof South, LLC Roofi ng Contractor   SNAP-CLAD panels
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“We have to manage hundreds of employees...

Microsoft Dynamics® CRM helped us house all this in  

a single, scalable global system.”

provide a familiar solution 

everyone can use

automate key business processes

connect cross-functional teams

share account  
information globally

identify cross-sell opportunities around the world

and

and

and

and

and

and

 
Microsoft Dynamics® CRM fits your company’s structure and integrates information from  
different sources so all employees can provide better client service. It gives you a single 
system that can connect clients and opportunities across businesses.
 
To learn more about the efficiencies Microsoft Dynamics CRM can create for your business, 
go to microsoftdynamics.com/professionalservices
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OPTIMISM HAS FALLEN OUT OF FASHION. Who’s got 

the time for it? We’re all busy bemoaning the nation’s 

problems—the economy, healthcare, education, the 

environment, national security—and fi ghting over the 

best way to solve them. After all, it’s much easier to be 

cheerful when the livin’ is easy than when you’re living 

on food stamps (the current status of one out of every 

eight Americans). At a time like this, hope runs a close 

second to jobs as something America could use more 

of—a lot more of.

One place you wouldn’t expect to fi nd much 

hope is North Lawndale, a poor black neighborhood 

on Chicago’s far west side. As of 2001, nearly three-

fi fths of the adult population were on probation, on 

parole, sentenced to prison, or incarcerated. And in 

2005, when, as curator of the Chicago Architecture 

Foundation, I began working with Lawndale residents 

on an exhibition about the community’s social and 

architectural history, 42 percent of households in the 

neighborhood had incomes below $15,000.

Things were diff erent in the fi rst half of the 20th 

century, when Lawndale was home to one of America’s 

largest Jewish communities, with stately stone-

fronted townhouses, a grand boulevard of Beaux-

Arts synagogues and civic buildings, and prominent 

residents like Benny Goodman and Golda Meir. Major 

industries ringed the neighborhood: the International 

Harvester/McCormick Reaper Works, a Western Electric 

plant, and the Sears, Roebuck and Co. headquarters.

By 1960, in a classic case of white fl ight, 91 percent 

of the Lawndale’s 125,000 residents were black. Martin 

Luther King Jr. made the neighborhood his Chicago base 

of operations, and after his 1968 assassination a major 

riot broke out there. Within two years, Lawndale had 

lost 75 percent of its businesses, including International 

Harvester. The Sears brass decamped to its eponymous 

tower downtown in 1974.

In a desperate eff ort to stem the tide, the U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor, the Ford Foundation, the Rockefeller 

Foundation, and other groups awarded more than 

$250,000 in grants to a local gang, the Conservative Vice 

Lords, to open a shopping and community center. The 

initiative was a bust, and drugs, crime, and poverty took 

hold of North Lawndale. The 2000 census recorded a 

population of only 41,768.

A decade later, North Lawndale has reason to 

celebrate, with the opening of the Charles H. Shaw 

Technology and Learning Center (page 63), a massive 

conversion of Sears’ 1905 powerhouse. The before-

and-after photographs astonish me—the 100-year-old 

boilers and steam pipes have made way for a clean, 

light-fi lled learning environment. Five years ago, when 

I was working on the North Lawndale exhibit, I toured 

the old powerhouse, and a few community leaders 

spoke of reclaiming the vast, dilapidated building for a 

higher purpose. I never thought it would happen, and 

I’m so very glad to be proved wrong.
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HAPPY THOUGHTS

IT’S MUCH 
EASIER TO BE 
CHEERFUL 
WHEN THE 
LIVIN’ IS EASY 
THAN WHEN 
YOU’RE LIVING 
ON FOOD 
STAMPS.

I would like to commend your magazine design and its physical presentation. Believe it or not, some of us do notice 

that kind of thing. The cover has a good feel as do the pages inside. The page layouts of pictures and text are also well 

ordered. A lot of magazines have slick covers and pages making them not very comfortable to hold. I’d say that yours 

is one of the best in that respect.

I also think that Ned Cramer is a fi rst-class editor. His “Dialogue” is always very interesting and well presented. I 

almost never read the manager’s or editor’s page of magazines because, frankly, they typically are boring. But maybe 

it’s Mr. Cramer’s right-on and well-thought-out critique of all things architecture and related subject matter that 

holds my attention. But whatever it is, keep up the good work.

F. Odell Pullen, Nashville, Tenn.

CORRECTIONS January 2010

In the article on P/A Award winner Taiyuan Museum of Art (page 52), we incorrectly stated that Preston Scott Cohen’s 

fi rm is located in New York. It is, in fact, located in Cambridge, Mass. We also showed the incorrect fl oor plan. The correct 

ground fl oor plan can be seen at architectmagazine.com. Also, in “Green Toolbox” (page 27), Anshen + Allen associate 

principal Tyler Krehlik was quoted as citing California Proposition 18, which calls for a warning about hazardous materials 

in buildings. The correct proposition number is 65. We regret the errors.
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At the heart of healthy buildings are high quality, sustainable products that offer a wide 

range of aesthetic solutions and both immediate and long-term economic advantages. 

Many of the world’s most prominent healthcare leaders are working wonders within 

facilities clad with CENTRIA metal architectural systems. Our commitment to aesthetics, 

performance and sustainability align directly with the goals of healthcare facilities today. 

We are…Distinctively CENTRIA.

architect_hlthcr_9x10.875_fc.indd   1 1/11/10   12:16:36 PM
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Van Alen Institute

The Van Alen Institute, a think tank devoted to 

architecture and the public realm, has announced that 

Olympia Kazi will be the group’s new executive director. 

Prior to joining Van Alen, Kazi directed the Institute 

for Urban Design (IFUD) for two years. In addition to 

expanding the IFUD’s outreach and infl uence, her fi nal 

project for the institute, “Urban Design Week,” received a 

$150,000 grant in 2009 from the Rockefeller Foundation’s 

Cultural Innovation Fund. Kazi, who was educated as 

an architect at the University of Florence, Italy, has also 

served as the architectural editor of Wound magazine 

and has written for The Architect’s Newspaper and 

Architectural Design.

Institute for Urban Design

Replacing Kazi at the IFUD—which focuses on the issues 

surrounding urban planning, development, and design—

is longtime architecture and design journalist Anne 

Guiney. Most recently the editor of the New York edition 

of The Architect’s Newspaper, Guiney was also an editor at 

Architecture and Metropolis. An occasional contributor to 

ARCHITECT, she has also written for Mark and I.D.

Storefront for Art and Architecture

After three years on the job, Storefront director Joseph 

Grima is stepping down from his post, and the gallery is 

looking for his successor. A former editor and adviser at 

Domus, Grima—who is departing to take on a new project 

in Europe—was relatively unknown when he was picked 

from an international search in 2006 to assume a role 

previously held by Kyong Park, Shirin Neshat, and Sarah 

Herda. His impressive tenure raised both his own and 

the institution’s visibility. Grima will remain Storefront’s 

director emeritus until the board hires a replacement. 

BRAULIO AGNESE AND MIMI ZEIGER

EDITED BY BRAULIO AGNESE

 SOURCE : AIA

Perkins+Will merged with  Shore Tilbe Irwin 

& Partners. The Toronto fi rm, whose work 

includes the Wellness Centre at the University 

of Toronto Mississauga campus (above), is now 

known as Shore Tilbe Perkins+Will. 

 A total of 49 teams from eight countries have 

entered Framing a Modern Masterpiece: 

The City + The Arch + The River 2015, a 

competition to redevelop the park and city 

areas around the St. Louis Gateway Arch. 

 The Porchdog House (above), Marlon Blackwell’s 

design for a hurricane-proof residence, and the 

James Corner Field Operations/Diller Scofi dio + 

Renfro–crafted High Line were shortlisted for 

the Brit Insurance Design Awards. 

 New York 
Shuffle 

Top Stories → For these stories and more, see architectmagazine.com

DECEMBER 2009 
ARCHITECTURE 
BILLINGS INDEX

 43.4 
 ↑ 42.7 commercial

  ↓ 44.2 institutional

  ↓ 38.1 mixed practice

  ↑ 51.0 multifamily  residential
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WHEN THE GOING GETS tough, the tough get … together.

While fi rms are still hemorrhaging employees 

and even shutting their doors due to the diffi  cult 

economy, one award-winning small fi rm in Chicago 

has reconstituted itself as a new entity designed for 

opportunity. David Brininstool and Brad Lynch, partners 

for 20 years in Brininstool + Lynch, announced on Jan. 

26 that they had closed their fi rm and teamed with Tom 

Kerwin, previously a managing partner at Skidmore, 

Owings & Merrill’s Chicago offi  ce, to form Brininstool, 

Kerwin and Lynch (BKL).

The new fi rm has announced a “strategic alliance” 

with Chicago-based Magellan Development and aims 

to leverage Kerwin’s extensive international contacts 

to grow the practice far beyond its hometown. BKL 

is already working with Dutch- and Korean-based 

developers on new projects.

Brininstool + Lynch was well known for its residential 

projects—generally, large apartment designs by 

Brininstool and single-family residences by Lynch. BKL’s 

home will be in an acclaimed new Chicago structure 

that has just opened, although it isn’t one by the fi rm: 

Studio Gang Architects’ Aqua Tower, not coincidentally 

developed by new ally Magellan. EDWARD KEEGAN

At 4:53 p.m. on Jan. 12, 
Haiti suffered a magnitude 
7.0 earthquake. The 
catastrophic event almost 
instantly destroyed more than 
20,000 commercial buildings 
and 225,000 residences and 
damaged countless others. 
Officials say the final 
death toll could top 200,000. 
The global response—food, 
funds, healthcare, manpower, 
and more—was immediate and 
impressive. So thorough was 
the devastation wrought by 
nature, however, that it will 
be many, many years before 
life on the island nation 
returns to normal.

SOM PARTNER TOM KERWIN JOINS FORCES WITH DAVID BRININSTOOL AND BRAD LYNCH.

 “[APPLE STORES 
ARE] AS CLOSE 
AS WE WILL GET 
TO THE OPEN 
SPACE THAT 
MODERNISM 
ALWAYS 
PROMISED US.”  
—AARON BETSKY, IN HIS BLOG 
BEYOND BUILDINGS. READ MORE AT 
BIT.LY/cQUTPZ

CLOCKWISE FROM FAR LEFT: COURTESY 

SHORE TILBE PERKINS+WILL; DANIEL 

SCHWEN; MARLON BLACKWELL 

ARCHITECT; WORKAC; RENZO PIANO 

BUILDING WORKSHOP; PORT(U*O)S; 

ASSOCIATED PRESS

 WORKac—in conjunction with Zhubo 

Architecture Studio, Arup, and Balmori 

Associates—won an invited competition to 

redesign a kilometer-long section of Hua 

Qiang Bei Road in Shenzhen, China. 

 The Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum 

released new renderings of its Renzo Piano–

designed addition. Expected to be completed 

in 2011, the 70,000-square-foot project 

includes exhibit space and a music hall. 

 Forty-three Jean Tschumi drawings have been 

donated by the architect’s son, Bernard, to 

the Museum of Modern Art. The images span 

Tschumi’s career and include his fi nal project, 

the Nestlé headquarters building (above). 

BKL Sets Up Shop
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AIA Awards and 
Announcements
2010 THOMAS JEFFERSON AWARDS

The Thomas Jeff erson Awards honor professionals 

who have advanced the cause of public architecture. 

The winners for 2010 are Curtis Fentress, founder of 

Denver-based Fentress Architects; Les Shepherd, the chief 

architect of the Public Buildings Service at the General 

Services Administration (GSA); and Ken Greenberg, 

principal of Ontario’s Greenberg Consultants.

Fentress is best known by many for his airport 

designs at Denver International and Seoul’s Incheon, for 

civic buildings such as the Clark County Government 

Center, in Las Vegas, and for museums. He credits the GSA 

for creating “a blueprint for how to make public buildings 

better,” a project that his fellow winner Shepherd has 

had a hand in since before he succeeded Edward Feiner as 

the agency’s chief architect in late 2006 and took charge 

of about $12 billion in federal design and construction 

projects. Shepherd has worked at the GSA for 21 years 

and has helped pull off  projects such as the San Francisco 

Federal Building, by Morphosis, and courthouses in 

Denver and Las Vegas.

Greenberg received the award for a practitioner who 

has helped raise design awareness among the public. He 

has designed master plans in a number of large North 

American cities and won praise for his ability to enroll 

the public in the planning process. BRADFORD MCKEE

2010 INSTITUTE HONOR AWARDS

The Institute Honor Awards celebrate excellence in 

architecture, interior architecture, and urban design. This 

year’s 28 winners will be honored at the AIA’s national 

convention this June. Listed here are the architecture 

winners. To see the complete list, go to bit.ly/a3q3UV.

• Alice Tully Hall—Diller Scofi dio + Renfro/FXFowle Architects

•  Austin E. Knowlton School of Architecture—Mack Scogin 

Merrill Elam Architects

• Beauvoir—Albert & Associates Architects

• Brochstein Pavilion and Central Quad—Thomas Phifer and Partners

• Camino Nuevo High School—Daly Genik

• Campus Restaurant and Event Space—Barkow Leibinger Architects

• Macallen Building—Offi  ce dA/Burt Hill

• Outpost—Olson Kundig Architects

• Serta International Center—Epstein | Metter Studios

• Skirkanich Hall—Tod Williams Billie Tsien Architects

• Step Up on 5th—Pugh + Scarpa

•  TKTS Booth and the Revitalization of Father Duff y Square—

Perkins Eastman, Choi Ropiha, and PKSB Architects

• Urban Outfi tters Corporate Campus—Meyer, Scherer & Rockcastle

•  Yale University Art Gallery/Kahn Building Renovation—Polshek 

Partnership Architects

2010 SUSTAINABLE DESIGN ASSESSMENT 

TEAMS PROGRAM

The Center for Communities by Design has chosen seven 

communities to receive assistance under the Sustainable 

Design Assessment Team program. SDAT brings together 

architects and others to off er guidelines for communities 

looking to improve their sustainability—including not 

just environmental issues, but economic and social ones 

as well. To learn more, go to bit.ly/9hOkAI.

• Allegheny County, Pa.

• Allentown, Pa.

• Bridgeport, Conn.

• Coos County, Ore.

• Ithaca, N.Y.

• Oxford, Miss.

• Portland, Maine
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When it comes to daily wear-and-tear, 

Scranton Products stand tough over 

time. In fact, our solid premium plastic 

bathroom partitions and locker systems 

have one of the longest life cycles in 

the industry, providing the utmost in 

durability. They’re graffi ti and mildew 

resistant. What’s more, they never rust, 

dent or corrode and they never require 

painting or impact dent repair — saving 

you money on maintenance costs. 

SCRANTON SCRANTON SCRANTON SCRANTON SCRANTON SCRANTON SCRANTON SCRANTON SCRANTON PRODUCTSPRODUCTSPRODUCTSPRODUCTSPRODUCTSPRODUCTSPRODUCTSPRODUCTS

DURABILITY.  VERSATILITY.  SUSTAINABILITY.

WE PULLED IT OFF.

Easy on the environment.

As the industry leader in responsible recycling, we’re committed to being 

environmentally friendly. We use a blend of virgin and post-industrial plastic

to produce a quality product and reduce industrial waste. All of our products 

contain a high percentage of reclaimed material and you can also order 100% 

post-consumer recycled product. Our goal is to avoid the landfi ll. That’s why 

we reclaim all of our scrap and off-cuts back into the production process for

new sheets.

We don’t just talk tough. We back it up.

Proudly made in the USA, Scranton Products’ brands provide industry-leading 

warranties. Both our bathroom partitions and locker systems come with a full 

25-year warranty that covers breakage, corrosion and delamination under 

normal conditions. 

Looking for fast delivery? We overdeliver.

Your project won’t be impacted by long lead times. That’s because Scranton 

Products offers the fastest lead time in the industry. To order our premium 

bathroom partitions or locker systems, call 800.445.5148 for a representative. 

Visit scrantonproducts.com to view our complete line of 23 colors including 

the following choices.

1/14/10   11:12 AM
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R+D AWARDS

NEW TECHNOLOGIES ARE REVOLUTIONIZING THE 

PROCESS AND PRODUCT OF ARCHITECTURE. TO 

CELEBRATE ADVANCES IN BUILDING TECHNOLOGY, 

ARCHITECT AND HANLEY WOOD PROUDLY ANNOUNCE 

THE FOURTH ANNUAL R+D AWARDS. THE AWARDS HONOR 

INNOVATIVE MATERIALS AND SYSTEMS AT EVERY SCALE—

FROM HVAC AND STRUCTURAL SYSTEMS TO CURTAIN-WALL 

AND CEILING-PANEL ASSEMBLIES TO DISCRETE BUILDING 

MATERIALS SUCH AS WOOD COMPOSITES AND TEXTILES. 

THE FOURTH ANNUAL

ELIGIBILITY
The awards are equally open 
to architects, designers of 
all disciplines, engineers, 
manufacturers, researchers, 
and students.

PUBLICATION
The winning entries will appear in 
the August 2010 issue of ARCHITECT, 
both in print and online.

DEADLINE
Friday, April 23, 2010 
regular submission deadline
(postmark)

Wednesday, April 28, 2010 
late submission deadline 
(postmark; additional fee 
is required)

FEES
First entry: $125 fi rst entry

Additional entries: $75 each

Late entries: $50 additional 
fee per entry by April 28, 2010

Application forms and submission 
requirements are available at 
rdawards.com

CATEGORIES
The awards will be judged in three 
categories, refl ecting diff erent 
stages of the research and 
development process:

•  Prototype—Products, materials, 
and systems that are in the 
prototyping and testing phase

•  Production—Products, materials, 
and systems that are currently 
available for use

•  Application—Products, materials, 
and systems as used in a single 
architectural project or group 
of related architectural projects 

The jury will consider new materials, 
products, and systems as well as 
unconventional uses of existing 
materials, products, and systems. 
Entries will be judged for their 
potential or documented innovation 
in fabrication, assembly, installation, 
and performance. All entries will be 
judged according to their potential to 
advance the aesthetic, environmental, 
social, and technological value of 
architecture.

FOR MORE INFORMATION E-MAIL:

RDAWARDS@ARCHITECTMAGAZINE.COM
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 Smart Fellow 
 BEST PRACTICES  →

IT’S NOT UNCOMMON for fi rm leaders to maintain a 

presence in academia, but time in the classroom is 

time away from the business. What about bringing 

the teaching experience in-house? This is the solution 

that Moshe Safdie—who directed the Urban Design 

Program at Harvard’s Graduate School of Design 

from 1978 until the early 1990s—devised. Since 2003, 

the Somerville, Mass., offi  ce of Moshe Safdie and 

Associates has selected two individuals to participate 

in a yearlong, sponsored research fellowship. Topics 

of study have included tall buildings and the urban 

impact of mobility-on-demand.

What was the impetus for starting the fellowship?

I missed teaching.

Why had you stopped teaching?

The practice was suff ering. I had an endowed chair, and 

I felt guilty about occupying it.

So why not go back to teaching?

I thought, rather than doing a studio now and then, why 

not do something like it in the context of the offi  ce? It 

 INTERVIEW BY EDWARD KEEGAN 
 PHOTO BY TRACY POWELL 

 BY HOSTING TWO IN-HOUSE RESEARCHERS EACH YEAR, MOSHE SAFDIE AND 
ASSOCIATES OFFERS REAL-WORLD EXPERIENCE WITH AN ACADEMIC FLAVOR.  

The fellowship program that 
Moshe Safdie instituted at his 
firm in 2003 is so important 
to him that he runs it without 
regard for the bottom line—
even in a recession. “We’ve 
shrunk the office,” he says, 
“but not the fellowship.”

→
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→

would give me more time to spend with the fellows 

and have some application to the offi  ce as well.

How did you structure it?

(1) It should be a couple of people, so there can be 

dialogue. (2) The fellows should not be straight out of 

school. (3) They should have a passion for the subject—

so we had to say what we’re doing, specifi cally, each 

year. (4) It would involve all our consultants.

How do you fi nd the fellows?

We advertise. We try to get the word out. We send a 

poster to the schools, but that’s limiting because 

we’re not interested in recent graduates. We want 

people who are out of school, but sometimes there 

are people doing graduate work that relates to what 

we’re proposing.

How do you choose the participants?

They submit portfolios. We shortlist them, and then 

we fl y people in for interviews—one of our budget 

items. Two are chosen each year. We’ve learned that 

the chemistry between the fellows is critical, so we put 

them in the middle of the offi  ce.

What’s the day-to-day experience?

[Principal] Chris Mulvey coordinates it. I interact with 

them at least weekly. It’s a lot like a school studio 

format, except we’re not student and critic, we’re 

collaborating. We all throw in ideas; we all have our 

say. It’s a team, and I’m an active member of the team. 

It’s more like a postdoctoral research lab.

How has it evolved?

We’re making a bigger eff ort to engage the rest of the 

offi  ce. We’re working harder at the interaction. Once 

a month, we schedule a presentation. One fellow 

had been working with Bill Mitchell, [professor of 

architecture and media arts and sciences] at MIT. 

Bill started being one of our visiting critics, and he’s 

since become an active collaborator. It wasn’t planned, 

but it’s evolved into an ongoing relationship with the 

MIT Media Lab.

How do you budget for it?

There’s a stipend: $55,000 to $60,000. It’s livable.

How does it relate to the fi rm’s work?

There’s a tendency for research to become highly 

theoretical. We are architects and urban designers. 

We’re not statisticians or transportation consultants. 

I insist on bringing it back to the urban design and 

architecture. It’s so easy to drift into theory.

Do you re-evaluate it each year?

Yes. We discuss the subject matter for that year.

What’s next?

We want to publish a book on our fellows’ work.  � 

 Even in a 
It’s Possi

 STRATEGY  →

TEXT BY HANNAH MCCANN  

FOR RJC ARCHITECTS, THE PAST TWO YEARS HAVE 
BEEN A TIME OF GROWTH AND HIGHER PROFITS. 
PRINCIPAL JAMES ROBBINS CREDITS HIS FIRM’S 
BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY. (A BIT OF LUCK HELPS, TOO.)

  ARE ANY ARCHITECTURE FIRMS doing 

well  in this recession?

In fact, there are a few. Hugh 

Hochberg, a design management 

consultant with Seattle’s Coxe Group, 

estimates that about 5 percent of U.S. 

fi rms have seen net growth in the past 

two years. “By net growth,” he explains, 

“I mean that they have more staff  today 

than a year ago. They may have had 

layoff s, … but the number of new hires 

exceeds the number who have left.”

ARCHITECT tracked down one of 

these recession-defying practices: RJC 

Architects, in San Diego, which grew 50 

percent—to 30 employees from 20—

from 2007 to 2009, earning the fi rm a 

spot on the San Diego Business Journal’s 

list of fastest growing local companies. 

In tandem, RJC’s gross revenue jumped 

83 percent and its profi t margin rose by 

12 percent. “We’re up in every way,” says 

James Robbins, one of the fi rm’s two 

principals.

What is RJC doing right? “There is 

a component of luck in this,” Robbins 

says, modestly, before sharing a few 

secrets to his success. Firm leaders, and 

those who aspire to take the helm one 

day, listen up.

1. Understand your market.

Like most small and midsize fi rms, 

RJC is regionally focused. But “it’s hard 

to outperform a market over time 

forever,” says Robbins. A regional fi rm 

needs repeat clients, or it will always be 

scouting for new work.

Luckily for RJC, San Diego is home to 

the West Coast’s largest naval base, and 

the defense sector has weathered the 

downturn better than most. RJC began 

working for the U.S. Navy in 1992, “doing 

nasty jobs nobody wanted, renovations 

and such,” says Robbins. These days, 

RJC is doing close to $300 million in 

business for the Navy.

It doesn’t always work out so well, 

Hochberg cautions. “Most fi rms,” he 

says, “fi nd it diffi  cult to be considered 

for the ‘nasty’ projects and the ‘plum’ 

projects for the same client.”

2. Provide full service.

Every client asks how long a project 

will take and how much it will cost. “As 

architects, we really make a mistake 

if we can’t answer those questions,” 

Robbins says. “That mistake starts to 

show up when we hit hard times.”

RJC tries to answer all questions 

by providing soup-to-nuts services, 

from predesign work to programming 

and specifi cations to construction 

administration. Over the past 12 

years, sensing more apprehension 

from litigation-wary public clients, 

the fi rm has taken the next step, 
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Drought, 
ble to Thrive 

fostering design-build partnerships 

with local builders. A design-build 

contract lessens the element of the 

unknown for clients and stops the blame 

game between designer and builder. 

Hochberg recommends this mindset 

for every practice: “Even fi rms off ering 

only a narrow range of services will 

be more successful if they have a deep 

understanding of the entire process.”

3. Compete to win.

RJC has close to $850 million in work 

on the boards now, all of it awarded in 

“best-value” competitions, which are 

judged on the basis of design value 

per dollar (functionality, maintenance, 

sustainability, etc., divided by total 

cost) instead of cost alone. Competing 

allows the fi rm to “jump the scale of our 

projects,” Robbins says.

It’s usually all or nothing when 

RJC partners with a builder to enter 

a competition. The fi rm works on an 

unpaid, speculative basis, with the 

agreement that RJC will get a larger share 

of the profi ts if the contract is won. “A 

lot of architects go in trying to minimize 

their losses, and we’ve beaten them pretty 

consistently,” Robbins says. Last year, RJC 

entered eight design competitions on 

spec, investing approximately $600,000 

in time and expenses. The fi rm won four, 

the aggregate construction value of which 

is approximately $250 million.

While the risk pays off  for RJC, some 

architects don’t gamble on principle, 

Hochberg points out. “Providing service 

without compensation can lower the 

perceived value of the fi rm’s work—and 

that of the profession as a whole,” he says.

Yet Robbins describes the real value 

of competitions as being not in the profi ts 

but in the quality of the work: “We are 

able to sell our ideas for how much they 

are worth, instead of how long it took us 

to draw them. That’s a big shift, and one I 

would recommend to every architect.”

4. Treat employees well.

Some say layoff s make a fi rm more 

effi  cient. Robbins views things diff erently. 

Firms that make a long-term investment 

in their staff  will see it pay off  in the boom 

times. “We’re talent agencies,” Robbins 

notes. “Architects hate it when I say that, 

but it’s true. We buy talent by the year 

and sell it by the hour. The better talent 

you have, the better your fi rm is.” To 

keep its talent, RJC off ers fl ex time, paid 

overtime, paid healthcare deductibles, and 

a generous 401(k) match.

But at what price? Next to none, 

according to Robbins. Between the 

savings from not having to retrain new 

employees and various tax and insurance 

breaks, RJC comes out ahead. Only three 

employees have left the fi rm over the past 

fi ve years, and that may be the number 

Robbins is most proud of. “Low turnover is 

probably the most important factor in our 

productivity,” he says.

Robbins understands that his candor 

about the inner workings of RJC might 

raise some eyebrows. “I used to be very 

reluctant to talk about any of this with 

other architects,” he admits. “But as I’ve 

gotten older,” he adds, “I realize that most 

of what I say about running the offi  ce as 

a business will be widely ignored—or 

contested—anyway.”  �  

RJC’S GROWTH
2007→2009

50%
83%
26%

EMPLOYEES

GROSS REVENUE

BILLINGS
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  1.  1801 K Street (NW) 

  ARCHITECT:  Skidmore, Owings 

& Merrill , Washington, D.C. 

COMPLETION: 2009. BRIEF: 

$72 million makeover of 1971 

building brings a classically 

modern look to the central 

business district.

  

  2.  Half Street (SE) 

  ARCHITECTS:  Davis Carter Scott , 

McLean, Va.;  Shalom Baranes 

Associates , Washington; 

 Gensler Studio 585 , 

Washington. COMPLETION: TBD. 

BRIEF: 1.5-million-s.f. mixed-use 

development by Nationals 

Park stadium has one building 

under way; six other buildings 

delayed because of recession.

  

  3.  Marriott Marquis (NW) 

  ARCHITECTS:  tvsdesign  

and  Cooper Carry , Atlanta. 

COMPLETION: 2012. BRIEF: $350 

million public/private hotel and 

retail project, once postponed 

for fi nancial reasons, now on 

hold pending a lawsuit.

  

  4.  U.S. Institute of Peace (NW) 

  ARCHITECT:  Moshe Safdie and 

Associates , Somerville, Mass. 

COMPLETION: 2011. BRIEF: $186 

million headquarters, located 

on the National Mall.

   

  POPULATION/EMPLOYMENT

  The city is a few hundred 

residents shy of breaking the 

600,000 mark. Job growth 

through 2010: less than 1%.

  

  OFFICE MARKET

  91% occupancy; average asking 

rate: $49.70/s.f.

  

  RESIDENTIAL MARKET

  Median home sale price, 

November 2009: $417,000.

  

  MARKET STRENGTHS

    • Access to political power

  • Highly educated workforce

• Public transportation

  

  MARKET CONCERNS

  • Cumbersome entitlement 

and approval process

  • No real urban design scheme

  • Reputation as a government-

only town

  

  FORECAST

  “We want businesses to 

expand their view of D.C.,” says 

Mary Margaret Plumridge, 

communications director at 

the Offi  ce of the Deputy Mayor 

for Planning & Economic 

Development. “Look beyond the 

Capitol and the White House 

to see a vibrant city off ering 

optimal conditions for success.” 

ALTHOUGH ALMOST EVERYONE in the nation’s capital bought into 

the “Yes, we can!” mentality, economic pressures have largely 

stifl ed private development in Washington, D.C.

Federal stimulus funding has allowed a few infrastructure 

modernization eff orts and new-building projects to move forward. 

“The public and institutional sectors are active,” says David 

Kitchens, principal in charge of Cooper Carry’s Alexandria, Va., 

offi  ce, located just down the Potomac River. But lack of funding 

from “private-sector funding sources continue[s] to be the primary 

reason that projects are not starting or are on hold.”

Rod Garrett, director of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s D.C. 

offi  ce, agrees. “Everybody’s very cautious and calculated,” he says. 

“There is plenty of equity that wants and needs to be placed. 

The development community wants to do more work, but the 

fi nancing world is not producing the funds for debt placement at 

reasonable underwriting standards.”

Still, there are projects under way, and not all are related 

to federal government activities. “The Washington market has 

consistently generated over 50,000 new jobs per year, and it is our 

expectation that, as the economy recovers, the region will again 

experience strong job growth,” predicts Tasha Stancill, director 

of marketing for D.C.-based developer Monument Realty. “That 

will translate into increased demand for housing and offi  ce space, 

which will drive new construction, particularly in strong locations 

around the Metro,” she adds.

And though the city gets a bad rap for uninspired architecture, 

“great opportunities exist in D.C. for design excellence and 

innovation,” says Skidmore’s Garrett. “Every project solicitation, 

whether coming from the government or commercial developers, 

lists design as a major project driver, coupled with demands for 

high performance and energy conservation.”   � 

 Washington, D.C. 
 LOCAL MARKET  →

 TEXT BY MARGOT CARMICHAEL LESTER 
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Kalwall Corporation
PO Box 237, Manchester, NH 03105  
800-258-9777 (N. America)

daylightmodeling.com
kalwall.com
skylightinfo.com

...is the way.
Building with daylight.

• Sustainable/LEED®

• The most highly insulating

• Museum-quality daylightTM

• Maintenance-free

• Vandal resistant

• Shatterproof

• DoD, anti-terrorism compliant

TM
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 Sustainability + 
performance.

S o l u t i o n : 

Harmonium xf ™ 
Linoleum.

Now you can balance sustainability and performance. Aesthetics and long life.  

Maintenance and comfort. All with one solution: Harmonium xf™. It’s the perfect 

Balanced Choice for education. Made with rapidly renewable resources, it’s easy 

to maintain, extremely durable and available in 73 colors. And when you use 

Harmonium xf, you can coordinate it across our entire system of solutions, from  

vinyl and rubber flooring to accessories. So you can balance all the competing  

demands of your space without compromising aesthetics. That’s what Balanced 

Choice is all about. Check out our Balanced Choice Selector at johnsonite.com.
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Earn FREE AIA Credits 
Online—Anytime!

Hanley Wood University 
hosts courses from:

Advanced Building Products
Aquatic
CertainTeed
Delta Faucents
Eagle Windows and Doors
Eldorado Stone
Feeney Architectural Products
Fypon
greenscreen
James Hardie
JELD-WEN, Inc.
Knauf
Kolbe Windows & Doors
Lasco Bathware
Leviton
LG
LYON
Major Industries
Marble Institute of America
MFMA
Milesone AV Technologies
MonierLifetile
MTI Whirlpools
NCFI Polyurethanes
Nichiha USA, Inc.
PEERLESS
Pella
Poggenphol
PPG Industries
Propane Education and Research Council
Quality Edge Building Products
Rheem Water Heating
S-5!
Se’Lux
Sherwin-Williams
The Tapco Group
Temple-Inland
Trespa
USG
VT Industries
Weather Shield Windows and Doors
White River Hardwoods
Woodharbor Doors & Cabinetry
WR Meadows

Hanley Wood University

#1 Provider of AIA-Accredited Courses

Our continuing education program provides architects 

FREE access to print and online courses and exams to 

help them meet the AIA’s annual 18-credit continuing 

education requirements. 

Courses are accessible anytime and anywhere on a 

centralized continuing education portal—architectCES.com. 

Visit architectCES.com today and see how easy earning your 

AIA credits can be!

Questions? Contact Lisa Pierce at lpierce@architectces.com
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 DETAIL  →

  Architect:  Cannon Design
   Location:  Richmond, British Columbia 

 TEXT BY KATIE GERFEN  

Richmond 
Oval Roof

Steel support

Lag screws

Reclaimed pine beetle wood

Douglas fi r glulam

Hollow structural steel 
duct support

1/3"- thick steel plate

1/3"- thick steel nosing

 0 20"10"



→

OLYMPIC SPEED SKATING has been in the limelight 

recently, most notably for the U.S. team’s funding 

shortfall and its partnership with fundraising 

powerhouse Stephen Colbert. But when skaters take 

to the ice this month in the race for gold, they will be 

competing for air time with the architectural star of the 

show: the soaring roof of the Richmond Oval skating 

complex. Designed by the Vancouver, British Columbia, 

offi  ce of Cannon Design, the 512,000-square-foot facility 

houses a 400-meter parabolic track and seating for 

8,000 tucked under a roof structure that spans 328 feet.

The 60-foot-high roof is supported by 15 glulam 

arches—designed with structural engineers Fast 

+ Epp—spaced every 47½ feet along the length of 

the building. The arches are made of two layers 

of Douglas fi r glulam sandwiched around steel 

ribbing reinforcement. A resulting plenum in each 

arch becomes part of a concealed network of HVAC 

distribution points. And that is not the only thing 

hidden from view: Cannon worked with StructureCraft 

to design and build a series of 12-foot-by-43-foot ribbed 

wooden panels that span the space between the arches 

and mask sprinklers, lighting, and other systems from 

view. “It is a unique thing to imagine,” Larry Podura, a 

vice president at Cannon, says. “It necessitated having 

plumbers and fi re contractors move into the fabrication 

shop and collaborate. But it cleans the visual fi eld.” 

Each 52-inch-thick panel has three triangular ribs that 

run perpendicular to the spanning arches. There are 

31 panels between every set of parallel arches in the 

roof, each panel weighing 3,500 pounds.

The decision to use wood instead of a standard 

perforated decking was an easy one. “At the very 

beginning, there was a strong desire to express 

something of the regional character of our part of the 

world, and wood is an attractive, sustainable, warm 

material that we all agreed would be wonderful to 

integrate,” Podura said. Each ribbed panel is clad in 

standard 2x4 plywood, milled from trees reclaimed from 

the forest fl oor—victims of the insidious pine beetle 

that decimated much of the local tree stock. There are 

nearly 1 million board feet of this wood—tinged slightly 

blue as a result of the infestation—in the roof structure. 

The 2x4s are staggered, and the resulting openings 

(which look like linear perforations) expose acoustical 

material to help dampen sound in the arena.

When the medals have been handed out and the 

camera crews pack their bags, the Richmond Oval 

will not be left to lie fallow. It will fi nd new life as a 

community center with room for basketball, badminton, 

and, of course, ice skating. Cannon will start that 

retrofi tting process shortly after the closing ceremony 

of the Winter Olympics, with an expected completion 

date near the end of 2010. �

 The roof of the Richmond Oval 
is made up of large Douglas 
fir glulam arches, with ribbed 
panels made from recovered 
wood devastated by a pine 
beetle infestation in the 
interstitial spaces. 
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A new epoch has dawned in indoor lighting.
Creating a restful yet well-lit environment, e·poc’s full light distribution is perfect for 
medical facilities. Its low profiled recessed configuration or surface mount option fits 
most crowded plenum spaces, while its sleek look is easy to keep clean. 

Characterized by clean lines, low contrast luminance, and heightened attention to energy 
reduction and sustainability, e∙poc is a full distribution luminaire in a 2-lamp lensed package. 
Available in both T5 and T8, e·poc incorporates a multitude of lamp/ballast combinations 
and controls compatibility. e·poc also offers a choice of optical aesthetics and an ease of 
serviceability that is unmatched.

FULL DISTRIBUTION LUMINAIRE

Hinged optical system 
for easy serviceability

90.3% 
Efficiency

28W T5

www.columbialighting.com

Circle no. 253 or http://architect.hotims.com



 Everything Is Ill
 LIGHTING  →

THE CONSUMER ELECTRONICS SHOW (CES) in Las Vegas 

seems an unlikely spot to fi nd a product touted to 

revolutionize architectural lighting, but this January, 

a see-through, organic light-emitting diode (OLED) 

computer screen could be found among the gadget 

geeks and showgirls. Just millimeters thin and capable 

of emitting a full-color spectrum, the OLED is perfect for 

displays and is rapidly fi nding its way into commercial 

use: laptops, televisions, cell phones, and PDAs. Yet 

Samsung’s transparent 14-inch prototype screen at CES 

2010 off ers something beyond consumer electronics, 

pointing to new ways of making architecture.

Imagine that transparent OLED as a window—or, 

for that matter, a wall. With the fl ip of a switch, the 

semiconductors fi re, and the clear panel transforms into 

a screen or a light source. “Instead of the environment 

having to accept the lighting, the lighting fi ts into the 

environment,” notes Barry Young, managing director 

of the OLED Association, an industry trade group. Adds 

Dietrich Bertram, Philips Lighting’s OLED technical 

offi  cer: “[OLEDs] could change how we experience light 

and architecture.” While full integration into building 

OLEDS CAN BE FOUND IN MANY CONSUMER PRODUCTS, INCLUDING 
TELEVISIONS AND CELL PHONES. EVENTUALLY, IF MANUFACTURERS GET 
THE TECHNOLOGY RIGHT, YOU MAY BE ABLE TO BUILD WITH THEM.

 TEXT BY MIMI ZEIGER 
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→

A prototype Samsung laptop at 
the 2010 Consumer Electronics 
Show (above) featured a see-
through OLED display.  

 Philips’ Lumiblade (far 
left), one of the first 
commercially available OLED 
lighting products, was used 
by the art collective rAndom 
International in 2009 to 
create You Fade to Light 
(left), an interactive 
installation. 

uminated 

materials is still several years away (Bertram predicts fi ve to eight 

years), manufacturers—including Philips, General Electric, Panasonic, 

Osram, and Samsung—are gamely pursuing the possibilities.

Unlike a standard LED, which emits light from a single point, 

an OLED is a diff use-area light. Organic, electroluminescent fi lm is 

sandwiched between a negatively charged layer of aluminum and a 

positively charged layer of indium tin oxide, all of which is housed 

between sheets of glass or plastic. (“Organic” refers to the fact that 

the fi lm is made up of compounds whose molecules contain carbon.) 

When a voltage is applied, the fi lm acts as a semiconductor and glows.

In terms of effi  ciency, today’s OLEDs are roughly 25 lumens per 

watt (lm/W), only slightly better than traditional lamps (incandescents 

average 17 lm/W, and tungsten halogen refl ectors average 14 lm/W), 

but they still need development to match fl uorescents (T5: 104 lm/W; 

FROM LEFT: ANTONIA HALSE (2); 

WWW.OLED-DISPLAY.NET

www.hanoverpavers.com
800.426.4242

  Hanover® 
Roof and Plaza
     Pavers
With pavers yielding high reflectance 
and emittance values, Hanover® 
Roof and Plaza Pavers become an 
integral part of earning Sustainable 
Sites Credits and LEED points. 

Circle no. 480 or http://architect.hotims.com



→ T8: 88 lm/W), a source with one of the greatest luminous 

effi  cacies on the market.

Although high production costs have challenged 

manufacturers’ ability to bring products to market, 

Osram Opto Semiconductors introduced the Orbeos 

panel in late 2009. Octagonal in shape, with a 3-inch-

diameter lamp surface, the fi xture is the company’s fi rst 

truly commercial OLED product. Only 2.1 mm thick, the 

Orbeos can be installed like a tile, with the lamps fi tting 

together to cover a large surface. The panel has a warm 

color temperature equivalent to an incandescent bulb, 

but because the light source is diff use, the Orbeos is 

atmospheric and essentially glare-free.

Philips began researching OLEDs for displays in the 

1990s—it now off ers a number of consumer products 

with OLED screens—and embarked on lighting a 

decade later. The company’s most recent development 

is the Lumiblade, a discrete lighting component that 

premiered at the 2009 Salone Internazionale del Mobile 

and is now available in several shapes and sizes. This 

winter, the company installed a Lumiblade sculpture 

at the International Design Museum Munich. Designed 

by rAndom International, You Fade to Light uses 900 

rectangular modules to create an interactive mirrored 

wall, in which a viewer’s movements are translated into 

movements across the array. Osram has also paired with 

a designer: In 2008, in conjunction with Ingo Maurer, it 

launched Early Future, a limited-edition, commercially 

available table lamp featuring 10 OLED modules that 

sprouted, leafl ike, from a tilted stand.

Brian Terao, Osram’s director of solid-state lighting, 

predicts higher, more compatible outputs in the 

near future, so that OLEDs can eff ectively compete 

as sustainable products. There is even hope that the 

technology can be used as a power source, says the 

OLED Association’s Young. “OLEDs operate by converting 

electrical energy into light, but if you think about 

reversing that, you can convert light to energy,” he 

notes—and research by Cornell University and other 

institutions has shown this is more than just speculation.

Looking ahead, manufacturers are searching for 

ways to take advantage of the physical properties of 

OLEDs. Spread the electroluminescent fi lm between 

two malleable plastic sheets, and the lamp is fl exible. 

At the moment, the printing process that bonds 

the fi lm to plastic determines the size of each OLED 

module, but GE is currently working on how to print 

on large rolls, much like a newspaper press. Terao sees 

OLED technology integrated into ceiling troff ers in 

the workplace or engineered into a medium capable 

of being painted directly onto any surface to which a 

charge can be applied. Fantastic as it seems now, once 

the lab techs work out how to stabilize the fi lm, just fl ip 

a switch, and the architecture is illuminated. �
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source. 
        learn. 
 connect.
        ebuild.

headline!

a 360 degree view of product information

ebuild is the destination for  
construction pros searching for  
comprehensive information about 
building products. ebuild provides 
them with a source of unbiased  
coverage of new products, trends 
and news to help them make the 
best buying decisions. Pros visit 
ebuild to learn how they can do  
their jobs faster, safer and easier. 
ebuild connects professionals to 
building product manufacturers, 
experts and peers.

magazine!

“ebuild provides the new product information 
and innovative building techniques I need to 
give the best possible service to my clients.”

testimonial!

:)
Cindy Lowes (happy customer)
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Web site!
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 product videos

e-Newsletter!



 The Art of War 
 ECO  →

“WAR IS THE GREAT TEACHER of innovation,” 

Undersecretary of Defense Ashton Carter told 

Newsweek last September. If only the F-22 

fi ghter jet refl ected that principle.

First proposed in 1981, during the height of 

the Cold War, when air-to-air combat ruled the 

Air Force, the F-22 took a quarter-century to be 

developed and deployed. By the time the fi rst 

one lifted off  in 2005, the Cold War was long 

over, and the hot wars in Iraq and Afghanistan 

were scruff y surface battles with no clear 

targets for traditional jets. Unmanned—and 

much cheaper—drones have proved more 

eff ective as scouts for ground troops. The very 

nature of war has changed, and not a single 

F-22 has been used in active theaters in the 

Middle East, yet over the next decade the Air 

Force wants 200 more, at a cost of $200 million 

each. The fl yboy mentality still rules, even 

when there are no boys fl ying the planes.

Construction is by no means a great 

teacher of innovation, but its resistance to 

change is mired in an Air Force–like obstinacy. 

Starchitects are the Top Guns of architecture, 

and fl ights of ego can be a heavy anchor on 

invention. Industrywide, construction is still 

shackled by antiquated practices. The United 

States is the only major market not using the 

metric system; even the British no longer use 

the British system of measurement. Wood 

framing became popular when big trees 

were plentiful, steel framing when oil was 

plentiful. Two of the most common building 

types—the suburban single-family residence 

and the developer-driven commercial offi  ce 

building—serve outmoded postwar land-

use patterns. Even as the commuter lifestyle 

wanes because more and more people are 

reclaiming inner cities and using public 

transit, those land-use patterns and building 

types show few signs of following suit.

War may or may not be a great innovator, 

but it is a great motivator. In 1973, the British 

chemist Sir George Porter told the London 

Observer, “I have no doubt that we will be 

successful in harnessing the sun’s energy. … 

If sunbeams were weapons of war, we would 

have had solar energy centuries ago.” The sad 

irony is that the ongoing battle for Middle 

East oil has shown that sunbeams—properly 

harnessed—could actually help avoid war.

In The Art of War, Sun Tzu calls warfare 

“a matter of life and death, a road either to 

safety or to ruin,” and the same may be said of 

construction. Building is an optimistic act, but 

since it accounts for 40 percent of U.S. energy 

use, it’s also a potential accomplice to global 

confl ict. By contributing to energy security, 

more innovative, less consuming buildings can 

become weapons of peace.  � 

 BY CONSUMING 
LESS ENERGY, 
ARCHITECTURE 
CAN HELP 
PROMOTE PEACE. 

 TEXT BY LANCE HOSEY 
 ILLUSTRATION BY PETER ARKLE 

technology

 3905 Continental Drive • Columbia, PA 17512  USA
PH: 717-285-4088 • FAX: 717-285-5083
Email: info@hdirailings.com • www.hdirailings.com

70 new ways to 
customize your designs.

Interchangeable resin panels 

in solid colors, textures, 

textiles, botanicals and 

prints increase the drama 

and design flexibility of 

any HDI railing system.

Circle no. 481or http://architect.hotims.com



54th CSI Annual
Convention

Exhibits: May 12-14, 2010  |  Education: May 11-14, 2010  |  Pennsylvania Convention Center  |  Philadelphia, PA
Online Registration Open | Free Exhibit Hall and Discounted Education Program Available Now Through April 8th

A powerful event for the commercial building, architecture,

design, specifi cation, 

construction, renovation and facilities management professional.
The 54th CSI Annual Convention | 100’s of exhibits, products and services | Technical Tours | 

Education in the classroom and on the show floor | Network across industries and with peers | 

Earn CEUs for AIA/CES, CSI CEN, BOMI/CPD and REFP/CEFPI | CSI Special Activities and Events |

Spouse/Guest Program | Insights you need to face the future.

CONSTRUCTshow.com  |  TheTFMshow.com



  Each QuadFlash  boot from OMG Roofing 
Products accommodates up to four rooftop 
pipe penetrations ranging from 3/8" to 2" 
in diameter. The QuadFlash uses flexible 
EPDM rubber caps that move with building 
vibrations or shifting pipes, as opposed 
to rigid pitch pockets that can crack under 
similar strain. The spun aluminum base 
features dual Lok & Grip beads around the 
collar for a secure hold on the cap. • 
 olyfast.com  • Circle 101 

  GAF-Elk ’s   Timberline Cool Series shingles 
use reflective roofing technology to reduce 
a building’s energy consumption. Designed 
for steep-slope applications, the shingles 
have reflective granules that minimize 
heat transfer to the rooms below. All four 
available colors are Energy Star qualified, 
and two—cool bankwood and cool antique 
slate—contribute to LEED points because of 
their higher solar reflectance. •  gaf.com  • 
Circle 100 
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  American Hydrotech ’s Garden Tray GT15 is made from recycled polyethylene and 
is intended for use in a Hydrotech Garden Roof Assembly. Each molded tray 
includes retention cups on the top side, drainage channels on top and bottom, 
and perforated domes for ventilation and evaporation. In the bottom of each 
tray is a layer of Systemfilter fabric, which is then topped with growing 
media and plants. The trays measure 18" by 22" and can butt together or be 
mechanically fastened to each other to cover the roof area. •  hydrotechusa.com  
• Circle 103 

  Atlas Roofing Corp. ’s  ACFoam-IV  is a closed-cell 
polyiso foam core roof insulation product. In 
tests, the board achieved a maximum FM wind uplift 
rating of 1-345; it provides long-term thermal 
resistance values of 6.0 to 25.0. ACFoam-IV is 
laminated to Atlas’ own durable polyiso facers, 
which remove the need for cover boards in corners 
and perimeters. •  atlasroofing.com  • Circle 102 
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Don’t let anyone tell 
you it doesn’t hurt!
Every hole you put in your standing seam metal roof  voids your 
manufacturer’s warranty and risks leaks. 

Only S-5!™ utility attachment clamps, with their patented round-point 
setscrews, provide maximum strength without piercing or damaging the 
paneling. They install quickly and easily!

To learn more about the entire 
S-5!™ line of  attachment 
solutions and snow retention 
systems visit us at 
www.S-5-clamp.com
or call us at 888-825-3432 

Attach almost anything to standing 
seam roofi ng without piercing the panel.

See us at Int’l 
Roofi ng

Expo Booth 
#1421

Circle no. 489 or http://architect.hotims.com



  The new Vegetated Sedum Tiles  from 
 Carlisle SynTec  can provide full 
rooftop plant coverage on the day of 
installation. The tiles, 10" wide 
by 20.2" long, are shipped in a way 
that encourages air circulation, 
preventing damage and mold. Four 
mixes are available: All Season, 
Tuff Stuff, Shade, and Color Max. • 
 carlisleroofgardens.com  • Circle 104 
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Woven Wire Fabric
Projects include multi-story wire mesh draperies for hotels, auditoriums, and casinos; curved dividers for visual merchandising; 
window treatments for private homes; safety screening for industrial settings; sculptural forms for urban gardens; decorative 
interior/exterior wall coverings for buildings and parking garages; aviary round weave screening for animal habitats, and 
see-through appealing barriers for commercial security. Whatever the application, let us help you realize your creative vision.

Circle no. 81 or http://architect.hotims.com



  TruLo Max  from  Owens Corning  is a low-odor, low-
fuming asphalt for built-up roofing systems. It 
suppresses 90% of fumes at the kettle and reduces 
55% more odor-causing compounds on application. 
The company cites a National Institute for 
Occupational Safety and Health study showing that 
the fume-reducing skim layers also reduce VOCs. • 
 owenscorning.com/trumbull  • Circle 106 

  The Solé Power Tile  from  SRS Energy  is a building-
integrated photovoltaic (BIPV) roofing product 

designed in collaboration with US Tile. Intended for 
mission-style roofs, the product uses thin-film solar 
technology to convert a greater spectrum of light into 
electricity, while the barrel shape allows air to flow 

underneath, reducing a building’s cooling needs. • 
 srsenergy.com  • Circle 105 
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Innovative Design Breeds Innovation

You create, we get inspired. We innovate so you can get inspired. That’s why MBCI continues to develop new products that support contemporary and sustainable design, 
meeting the environmental demands in place today with beauty that will last for years to come. Our recently introduced line of Eco-ficientTM insulated metal panels enhance 
the performance rating of modern facilities while our NuRoof® retrofit system is ideal for roof renovations. Put them together and incredible things can happen. 

We believe that being truly innovative holds some risk. Boundaries are pushed. But, MBCI is with you. We have the best Weathertightness Warranty available. And, 
we have product engineers that can help turn your ideas into reality. 

To learn more about the Bridges Center project featured above, our wide variety of Architectural CEUs, or how MBCI can help add beauty and long life to 
your project, visit www.mbci.com/arch.  

 Houston, TX (Corporate) 877-713-6224 | Adel, GA  888-446-6224 | Atlanta, GA  877-512-6224 | Atwater, CA  800-829-9324 | Dallas, TX  800-653-6224
Indianapolis, IN  800-735-6224 | Lubbock, TX  800-758-6224 | Memphis, TN  800-206-6224 | Oklahoma City, OK  800-597-6224 | Omaha, NE  800-458-6224
Phoenix, AZ  888-533-6224 | Richmond, VA  800-729-6224 | Rome, NY  800-559-6224 | Salt Lake City, UT  800-874-2404 |  San Antonio, TX  800-598-6224

Bridges Center, Memphis, TN

Circle no. 402 or http://architect.hotims.com



Don’t Look at Our Floor Plan

Now open for tours online at
builderconcepthome2010.com

Sure, it’s beautiful. Some might say exquisite. But it’s much more than that.

A depth of smart, efficient, and economical building concepts and products that no 
sticks-and-bricks show home can match, Builder Concept Home 2010 truly reflects the new 
economy of the housing industry, a unique virtual experience that starts at 
builderconcepthome2010.com.

A Home for the New Economy
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CULTURE

EXHIBIT →
Frank Lloyd Wright’s curvaceous Guggenheim Museum on New York’s Fifth Avenue turned 50 last 
year, and what better way to celebrate middle age than to imagine a facelift? The iconic museum 
invited 200 artists, architects, and designers to consider their ideal interventions for the 
building’s central space and is exhibiting the proposals in “Contemplating the Void.” With 
submissions by the likes of Anish Kapoor, MVRDV, and Acconci Studio, the suggestions range 
from an inverted funnel of red smoke to a giant rock-climbing wall, as well as more-whimsical 
offerings, like Doug Aitken’s Untitled (above). No need to panic, Wright enthusiasts: The 
interventions will remain purely theoretical. Through April 28. guggenheim.org
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 EXHIBIT →
  A civil engineer by training, Iannis Xenakis worked with Le Corbusier for 

more than a decade—and even designed the Philips Pavilion for the 1958 
World’s Fair, though Corbu took the credit—before turning his attention 
to avant-garde music composition, the talent for which he is more widely 

celebrated. “Iannis Xenakis: Composer, Architect, Visionary,” at The Drawing 
Center in New York, is the first North American exhibition of his visual 

work: graphic notations, architectural designs, and compositional sketches 
such as the one at right, which shows the arrangement of 88 musicians for his 

mid-1960s piece Terretektorh. Through April 8. drawingcenter.org 

BOOK →
Reference books may seem hopelessly anachronistic in the age 
of open-source information, but Wikipedia is no match for 
the exhaustive research of Shaping the American Landscape, a 
follow-up to the magisterial Pioneers of American Landscape 
Design. Editors Charles A. Birnbaum and Stephanie S. Foell 
cast a wide net: The book profiles 151 botanists, community 
activists, designers, earthworks artists, golf-course 
architects, and librarians. Some of the subjects are renowned, 
others less so, but all played essential roles, like Alice 
Morse Earle (1851–1911; below), who wrote an early history of 
pre-Revolutionary landscapes, the charmingly titled Old Time 
Gardens. $65; University of Virginia Press

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: IANNIS XENAKIS ARCHIVES, BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONALE DE FRANCE, PARIS; 

COURTESY EILEEN COWIN AND THE MAK CENTER; DIRECTED BY ZHAO LIANG, 2006; COURTESY THE 

AMERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY  C
R
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EXHIBIT →
Zhao Liang, a young Beijing-based artist, 
combines documentary-filmmaking techniques 
with those of popular media to comment on 
the urban realities of today’s China. In 
the music video–style Bored Youth (2000), 
for example, he showed an actor running 
through the remains of a traditional Beijing 
neighborhood undergoing redevelopment. 
Heavy Sleepers (2006), a large-scale video 
environment now at the Walker Art Center 
in Minneapolis, depicts the interior of 
a dormitory for construction workers in 
the run-up to the 2008 Olympics. A slow 
camera pan reveals telling details about 
the laborers’ lives. Through March 14. 
walkerart.org



 EXHIBIT →
  Billboards are a hot-button 
issue in Los Angeles, where 
a challenge to the city’s 
2002 ban on new ones has been 
working its way through the 
legal system. The U.S. Supreme 
Court recently declined to 
hear the case, providing extra 
frisson to the first urban 
exhibit by the MAK Center 
for Art and Architecture. 
Featuring 21 commissioned 
works scattered throughout the 
city, including Eileen Cowin’s 
I love you too (left), “How 
Many Billboards? Art in Stead” 
(howmanybillboards.org) 
sits at the nexus of popular 
culture, conceptual art, 
and the ever-harder-to-
escape visual clutter of 
commercialism. Through 
March 26. makcenter.org 
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 How Smart Is 
Smart Growth? 
  THE SMART GROWTH MANUAL  IS A CITIZEN’S POCKET GUIDE TO ANTI-SPRAWL 
PLANNING PRACTICES AND A PRIMER ON NEW URBANIST THOUGHT. 

 CRIT  →

 THE LATEST BOOK by Andrés Duany, the galvanizing 

force of the New Urbanist movement, and Jeff  Speck, the 

city planner and designer who was Duany’s collaborator 

on a previous book, Suburban Nation, attempts to codify 

thinking about Smart Growth. It appears to be intended 

both as a primer for card-carrying New Urbanists and 

as a set of arguments designed to convince those who 

remain skeptical or hostile to that movement.

In some aspects, The Smart Growth Manual 

(McGraw-Hill Professional, $24.95) succeeds admirably. 

Perhaps the most important thing it does is to 

suggest the evolution in thinking that allowed a 

small vanguard of the 1980s—interested primarily 

in a cluster of ideas about houses, sidewalks, streets, 

and neighborhoods—to grow into a widely popular 

movement that attempts to deal with the entire built 

environment and to bring its practices into line with 

ideas about Smart Growth. (However, the authors never 

really defi ne this term, except as the opposite of “dumb 

growth,” which they seem to equate with automobile-

dependent sprawl.) Concise, clearly written, and well 

illustrated, this book provides a good introduction to 

New Urbanist thought.

One admirable feature of The Smart Growth Manual 

is its consistent attention to the basic building blocks 

of our urban areas, from the window mullion to the 

layout of entire towns. There are interesting, often quite 

convincing, arguments about streets and sidewalks, 

bicycle pathways, the recycling of construction waste, 

operable windows, and the placement of benches, 

to name just a few. These pages help explain why 

New Urbanist ideas have become so important in 

contemporary American urban planning: When 

planners moved away from architecture and physical 

design in the postwar years and embraced instead 

the world of the social sciences and statistical tables, 

they found they still needed some kind of systematic 

recommendations about the built environment. It is 

easy to see why the carefully honed formulas seen in 

this book would be attractive.

Yet virtually all of the founders of the New 

Urbanism were architects, not planners, and when it 

 TEXT BY ROBERT BRUEGMANN 

Robert Bruegmann    is the 
University Distinguished 
Professor of Art History, 
Architecture, and Urban 
Planning at the University 
of Illinois at Chicago. He 
is the author of Sprawl: A 
Compact History (2005) and The 
Architecture of Harry Weese 
(forthcoming, 2010). 
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comes to large-scale urban planning issues, the authors 

often appear to be on shaky ground. Quite a few of their 

assertions about environmental matters and transit, for 

example, are dubious at best. To cite just one example: 

Duany and Speck write that the high-speed rail line 

between San Francisco and Los Angeles will move 

passengers between the two cities “in 2.5 hours for a 

price of $55 and a with a CO
2
 reduction of 324 pounds 

per passenger.” A quick online search shows that this 

claim comes directly from the promotional material of 

the California High-Speed Rail Authority. There is no 

good account of where the money to build the system 

will come from, when it will be fi nished, or how the 

agency arrived at the unlikely fi gures for projected fares 

and CO
2
 reduction (which, on the agency’s website, is 

per train run and not per passenger).

The book also provides good evidence as to why 

New Urbanist ideas have excited such violent antipathy 

among many architects, particularly in schools of 

architecture. The images are particularly revealing. It is 

diffi  cult, for example, to distinguish in aerial views why 

the supposedly “smart” development at the Kentlands, 

in Gaithersburg, Md., is diff erent in any substantial way 

from the landscapes that are identifi ed as suburban 

sprawl. What the “good” examples all appear to have in 

common is their similarity to tasteful, upper-middle-

class, gentrifi ed districts. Most architects probably don’t 

reject this kind of design, but they do fear that the New 

Urbanists are not, as they claim, interested in off ering a 

choice but in gaining control of the regulatory apparatus 

in order to block all kinds of buildings they don’t like.

Unfortunately, despite the authors’ disclaimers, 

The Smart Growth Manual gives ample grounds for this 

fear. Duany and Speck cite, apparently approvingly, 

outright bans on everything from cul-de-sacs to “snout 

houses”—those with the garage in front, which would 

seem to be, from a functional viewpoint, an entirely 

logical place for the garage in today’s suburbs. They 

concentrate, moreover, on only a few elements of the 

urban fabric. Despite talk of complete and diverse 

neighborhoods, the messier parts of vital cities—from 

the neighborhood bar to the 7-Eleven in the suburban 

strip mall—seem to be missing.

In general, the book refl ects a curiously static view 

of history and urban change. It suggests that there was 

a millennial tradition of neighborhoods that came to an 

end with post–World War II sprawl. But this view seems 

to ignore the historical literature that shows a vast 

array of diff erent historic urban patterns and evidence 

in books that the trends toward bigger scale, decreasing 

densities at the center, burgeoning suburban expansion, 

and increasing segregation of land uses and income 

groups have been with us for at least the past several 

hundred years everywhere in the affl  uent world.

The authors also demonstrate little interest in new 

technologies that could revolutionize urban form as 

new technologies have done many times in the past. 

Nor is there any apparent interest in the fact that, 

just at the moment that New Urbanists are trying to 

erase the legacy of the postwar era—with its suburban 

subdivisions, highways, and urban renewal projects—

preservationists, historians, and architects such as 

Rem Koolhaas are looking at all of these with renewed 

interest and respect.

However, in the end, all of these omissions and 

curiosities probably faithfully mirror the world view of 

many New Urbanists. For that reason, The Smart Growth 

Manual is likely to stand as an important landmark in 

the history of that movement. Both proponents and 

critics will fi nd much to engage them in its pages.  �
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buildingdb.ctbuh.org
 SCREEN GRAB  →

ON JAN. 4, DUBAI’S BURJ KHALIFA offi  cially opened, as did the newest online 

version of the Tall Buildings Database, maintained by the Chicago-based Council 

on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat (CTBUH). If you visited the site that day, 

you would have seen that Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s blockbuster was coded 

blue (completed) instead of pink (construction) and that it topped the “tallest 

completed” list. Minor points, perhaps—hadn’t it been the tallest for some time? 

But for the CTBUH, a 40-year-old, industry-supported nonprofi t that keeps offi  cial 

records for buildings at least 150 meters tall, such details are important.

Take, for instance, the criterion for height, which the CTBUH changed last year. 

Previously, buildings were measured “from the sidewalk level outside the main 

entrance.” But “the way buildings are developing now, especially supertalls,” says 

Jan Klerks, manager of research and communications, “they’re multifunctional, 

and each function has its own entrance. We noticed entrances might not be on the 

same level.” The criterion was changed to say “from the level of the lowest, open-

air, pedestrian entrance.” As a result, without adding a brick, the height of many 

buildings changed—including Chicago’s Trump International Hotel, which gained 

eight meters, pushing it past Shanghai’s Jin Mao Building. (See? Details matter.)

The new database is far more interactive than previous iterations and off ers 

users the ability to create custom lists of buildings by year, function, and location. 

It also helps one comprehend, among other things, Asia’s explosive growth. Search 

Shanghai, for example, and you’ll fi nd that in 1988 it had one completed building in 

the database; by 2009, that number had skyrocketed to 96. “It’s diffi  cult to keep up” 

with China, says database manager Marshall Gerometta. “Korea and India, too.” But 

wherever towers are being planned and built, the CTBUH will put it on record. �

When it comes to skyscraper 
height, the Web cuts both 
ways for the council, which 
tracks 10,000-plus towers 
across eight categories. “The 
moment [someone] presents a 
number, that number becomes 
the ‘truth,’ ” says research 
and communications manager 
Jan Klerks (left). “If you 
have an official number 
after that, it takes some 
effort to get it recognized.” 
On the other hand, notes 
Marshall Gerometta, who has 
maintained the Tall Buildings 
Database in its various forms 
(handwritten lists, IBM data 
cards, spreadsheets) since 
the late 1960s, making the 
council’s data accessible 
“invites people to contribute 
information that’s missing or 
incorrect in our database.”

MUCH ABOUT ARCHITECTURE IS SUBJECT TO DEBATE, BUT THE COUNCIL ON TALL 
BUILDINGS AND URBAN HABITAT HAS THE FINAL WORD WHEN IT COMES TO HEIGHT.

 TEXT BY BRAULIO AGNESE
  PHOTO BY TIM EVANS 

 LINKS 

   

    youtube.com  

  Wielding a tape measure 

like some jobsite ninja, an 

anonymous contractor shows 

impressive skills with the 

otherwise humdrum tool. •  

bit.ly/bk2a9M 

  

   www.lancs.ac.uk  

 John Ruskin’s The Stones of 

Venice, published in three 

volumes from 1851 to 1853, 

ranks among the 19th century’s 

most infl uential treatises on 

architecture. The Ruskin Library 

and Research Centre at Lancaster 

University off ers scans from the 

critic-artist’s notebooks that 

were fi lled during his 1849–50 

stay in Venice, as well as 

transcripts and other scholarly 

materials. •  bit.ly/9lsbHp 

   

   itunes.apple.com  

  Chicago is rightly celebrated for 

its collection of top-tier building 

designs, both old and new. If you 

own an iPhone or iPod Touch, 

ARCHITECT editor-at-large Edward 

Keegan, who has called the 

Windy City home for more than 

a quarter-century, has developed 

“Chicago Architecture,” a $2.99 

application to guide you to 

dozens of the city’s landmarks 

and hidden jewels. •  bit.ly/b3Iqdj 

   

   thirdseventh.com  

  A gorgeous 12-minute fi lm by 

Alex Roman, The Third & The 

Seventh is a meditation on 

architectural spaces and forms 

and the act of photographing 

them. Apart from a few real-

world elements, everything 

in the fi lm is computer-

generated—which, once you’ve 

seen it, makes The Third & The 

Seventh even more of a wonder.

   

   the-original-epcot.com  

  In “A Commodifi ed Utopia,” 

Matthew Arnold looks at the 

planning and design history 

of Walt Disney’s EPCOT 

(Experimental Prototype 

Community of Tomorrow), in 

Florida, which never became a 

reality and bore no resemblance 

to the Epcot Center that opened 

in 1982. The creator of Mickey 

Mouse, writes Arnold, “was 

consumed with the prospect of 

planning an urban landscape 

unlike anything that had come 

before. … For Disney, … planning 

techniques like urban renewal 

and political reform paled in 

comparison to the combined 

power of technology and 

effi  ciency enabled by modern 

capitalism.” •  bit.ly/aDlkxy  
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Transamérica Expo Center | São Paulo | Brazil | www.exporevestir.com.br
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INTERNATIONAL FORUM OF  
ARCHITECTURE AND CONSTRUCTION



 NEW PRACTICE UN- PRACTICE 

 TEXT BY AMANDA KOLSON HURLEY
  PHOTOS BY NOAH KALINA 

AS TRADITIONAL JOBS VANISH, STARTUPS BLOOM.     

PRE 
  

  Location   New York and Providence, R.I.

 

Partners   From left: Daniel Kidd, 

Aaron Davis, Zachary Colbert, and 

Leah Meisterlin

  

Motive  “PRE is … the think-tank that 

comes before the practice. … Facing a 

stale job market, we decided to create 

our own work as part of a longer term 

strategy to be very well placed and lean 

when the market comes back around.”

—Zachary Colbert   
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NOW IS A TIME    when a lot of young architects are 

striking out on their own. Admittedly, this could be said 

of any period in the past 50 years: Businesses launched 

from a partner’s basement or with a loan from Uncle Stan 

have become the stuff  of cliché. But recessions tend to 

accelerate the formation of new fi rms. “More new fi rms 

start in a period of recession than at any other time,” 

says management consultant Peter Piven.

Generation X and Y architects may be more 

willing—and better equipped—to start their own 

practices than their predecessors were. Two factors seem 

to be propelling them into entrepreneurship: The fi rst 

(no surprise) is the Great Recession, which has made 

architectural internships and associate positions at 

established fi rms extremely scarce. Back in the 1990s, 

laid-off  architects could set off  on an alternative career 

path—they might join a tech company, for example. “The 

problem is, this recession is deeper and broader than the 

last time, so those opportunities aren’t as prevalent,” 

Piven says. Unable to fi nd employment even outside the 

profession, many of today’s young architects fi gure they 

might as well chase clients instead of job leads.

The other factor is improved technology. An architect 

in Seattle can share CAD documents with her partner 

in Atlanta; Skype calls can replace many in-person 

meetings, and they cost far less than a plane ticket to 

see a client in Mexico City or Seoul. High-speed wireless 

Internet at home can obviate the need for dedicated 

offi  ce space (if you’ve got a staff  of one or two).

So while the phenomenon of young architects taking 

the leap is nothing new, there never have been fewer 

barriers to launching a practice (except, perhaps, the 

erosion of credit over the past couple of years—which 

might explain the blossoming of various low-to-no-

overhead business models). In the pages that follow, 

ARCHITECT spotlights three emerging fi rms around the 

country. They may diff er with regard to experience, goals, 

and design sensibility, but all are gutsy and creative 

enough to reassure us that American architecture will 

continue to thrive post-downturn. How could it be 

otherwise?

XChange Architects

Brookline, Mass., and San Francisco

In September 2008, Derrick Choi turned on the TV in his 

hotel room near Schiphol Airport in Amsterdam and 

learned that the investment bank Lehman Brothers had 

just collapsed. Foggy from air travel—he was shuttling 

back and forth between Amsterdam and Abu Dhabi at 

the time—he didn’t grasp the full import of the news. 

“The global recession was a nebulous concept,” he 

says now. If his head had been clearer, he might have 

panicked: He had launched his own business a few 

months earlier.

A year and a half later, there’s no need for panic. 

XChange Architects has grown from one person to 

“an army of three,” Choi, 35, jokes. Jonace Bascon, 36, 

a former classmate of Choi’s at Harvard’s Graduate 

School of Design (GSD), leads the fi rm’s San Francisco 

studio, which has a focus on higher education. Lynn Hsu, 

36—previously of Kyu Sung Woo Architects and also a 

GSD alum—works with Choi in their Brookline, Mass., 

studio. Bascon and Choi are both principal architects; Hsu 

is a senior consulting architect, a role that appealed to her 

when she decided to re-enter the workforce after a stint 

at home with her twin sons. “I was interested in trying 

something diff erent, a little more fl exible,” she says. At 

XChange, she can take on side projects and largely set her 

own hours: “It’s not the set 9-to-5 thing anymore.”

The fi rm’s breakout project was planning and 

feasibility work for Abu Dhabi International Airport. 

“We were given the design lead on a 250,000-square-

foot arrivals hall and administrative facility,” Choi says; 

the project is scheduled to start construction later this 

year. But XChange is proving to be admirably nimble, 

tackling not just transportation and infrastructure 

projects—these are Choi’s special interest, dating back to 

his summer intern days at Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 

and continuing through his more recent stint as a project 

director at AECOM—but also a Talmudic study center, 

for the Kollel of Greater Boston (with Jacobson Spear 

Architecture), and a retractable sidewalk café system, for 

Allston Village Main Streets. The latter project, now in 

development, received a design excellence award from 

the Boston Society of Architects in 2009.

Even this early in the fi rm’s life, Choi has formulated 

some rules to prosper by. First, freeware and fi lesharing 

can be your best friends. “We have found that it costs 

virtually nothing, other than an AutoCAD license, to 

be very competitive,” he says. XChange primarily uses 

SketchUp for renderings, and team members share fi les 

via dropbox.com, essentially a free FTP site. Skype has 

been “incredibly functional” for conference calls—“a 

hundred times cheaper than other WebEx options that 

were all the rage about two years ago,” Choi remarks. 

Still, he admits that there is some risk involved when you 

rely on free tools alone—which is why XChange backs up 

fi les every day on a portable remote drive.

Against the advice of many a management 

consultant, XChange enters competitions regularly. “[In 

summer 2009] we started winning competitions; this is, 

ironically, becoming a key source of sustenance,” Choi 

says. “We’re getting … into some public work through 

community-based competitions and other charrettes, and 

getting [our] name out there on a pro bono basis.”

Seeking out partnerships is another important 

strategy. Although Choi felt ambivalent about it, XChange 

pursued and received designation as a minority and 

disadvantaged business enterprise (MBE and DBE) in the 

city of Boston and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 

Choi is glad they went through with it, because many 

transportation projects are awarded by agencies with 

a minority participation target. XChange is also aiming 

for federal work by pursuing the Small Business 

Administration’s 8(a) business development certifi cation 

for small, low-net-worth businesses.

So now the huge A/E fi rms come knocking in hopes 

of partnering up. “I do have a lot of big A-and-E’s reaching 

out to me, saying, ‘We couldn’t have found a better 

arrangement,’ ” Choi says. “Reconnecting with [them] has 

really made a diff erence for us.”

PRE

New York and Providence, R.I.

Last spring, four Columbia University M.Arch. students 

got together over a few bottles of sake and started 

talking. They had recently returned from a studio trip to 

Asia and decided they’d like to start a practice together. 

Or, if not a practice, some kind of common architectural 

venture. They weren’t exactly sure.

XChange Architects 
  

   Location  Brookline, Mass., 

and San Francisco  

Staff    Jonace Bascon (not 

pictured) and Derrick Choi, 

principal architects; Lynn Hsu, 

senior consulting architect

  

Motive  “When I left school in 

2000, I really wanted to focus 

on being an infrastructure and 

transportation expert. Having 

that base of contacts … made it 

a lot easier for me to consider 

going off  on my own.”

—Derrick Choi 
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Hyperform Design Co-op  
  

    Location   Arvada, Colo. 

Directors   Eric Anderson, Tim Geisler, and Carrie Momeni, pictured below (from left), 

with Ripley the dog and fellow co-op members Daniel Gonzalez, Dorothy Ma, Tim 

Nuanes, and Sonja Holmes.

    

  Motive  “Everybody’s so stressed out with the economy. All of our members want to 

be involved in something like this, and they want to have opportunities to make a 

living. We’re doing our very best to satisfy both of those needs.”—Tim Geisler 



They thought it would be a good idea to ask the 

established architects they knew to recount their own 

experiences and off er suggestions on how to start a 

fi rm. As they interviewed more architects, they realized 

the discussions would hold interest for a much wider 

audience—all the other young designers who were 

trying to fi nd their way in a terrible economy. “A lot of 

the experience [touched on in the interviews] is typically 

something someone would learn on the job, but those job 

opportunities don’t exist,” says Leah Meisterlin, one of 

the foursome.

So out of the interviews came a book project, 

Conversations with Architects, as well as a proto-practice: 

PRE. Meisterlin, 29, is a partner, along with Zachary 

Colbert, 28; Aaron Davis, 27; and Daniel Kidd, 28. Davis 

lives in Providence, R.I., and the others live in New York. 

In order to bridge the distance, “we use the Google suite 

of free networking/offi  ce tools a lot and have weekly 

videoconferences via webcams,” Davis explains.

To call PRE a fi rm is not quite accurate. PRE’s partners 

idealistically describe it as a collaborative and emphasize 

that they bring diff erent interests to the table, although 

they share the same restless, inventive approach to 

practice. “We are passionate about space and believe in 

a certain ‘rearguard’ position of practice,” Davis says. 

Meisterlin says the common ground the partners occupy 

is “a commitment to not necessarily knowing what 

practice is at any given time, but constantly trying to 

fi gure that out.” (Which explains the name.)

PRE doesn’t have a physical offi  ce, although that 

might change. “We have potential projects on the 

horizon; if they [come] through, we’ll need an offi  ce,” 

Meisterlin says. Its only overhead so far is its website. 

All four partners have day jobs or freelance projects (or 

both), but hope to make PRE their full-time focus. “We’re 

working on things that will bring in money eventually,” 

Meisterlin says. “Because we’re new, we only recently 

got our act together about the legal stuff .” (They bartered 

design work for legal services.) PRE just received its 

fi rst check—not bad, considering the partners fi nished 

graduate school in May.

PRE is talking to publishers about Conversations with 

Architects and expects that the book—potentially the 

fi rst volume of a series—will be published fairly soon. 

Its next initiative is Spontaneous Architecture, a design 

competition that erases some of the usual hurdles to 

participation, i.e., man-hours and money. Spontaneous 

Architecture charges a $5 entry fee and asks entrants for 

a single image with 100 or fewer words of text. People 

from four continents signed up for the inaugural contest.

With so many commitments in addition to PRE—

Colbert teaches at Columbia and works for Bernard 

Tschumi Architects; Davis teaches at the Rhode Island 

School of Design; Kidd does consulting work and 

taught at Columbia last semester; and Meisterlin is a 

map designer and researcher—how do they keep the 

collaboration going? “Sheer will,” Meisterlin says. Davis 

notes that their open-source mode of working helps: 

“It allows us to work at all hours of the night without 

necessarily needing to leave our apartments.”

Hyperform Design Co-op

Arvada, Colo.

In late 2008, Carrie Momeni started getting together with 

fellow out-of-work designers in the Denver area. She had 

met Tim Geisler through a mutual friend; every Tuesday, 

she and four or fi ve other people would gather in 

Geisler’s house for coff ee and commiseration. Before long, 

they started to discuss theoretical projects. They came to 

believe, Eric Anderson recalls, that “perhaps it would be 

easier to pursue clients of our own instead of knocking 

on doors that wouldn’t open.”

When an education project came their way—through 

luck and a contact of Geisler’s—they mobilized to claim 

it. Hyperform Design Co-op was born.

Geisler, 42, found a studio space in a building in 

Arvada, about seven miles from downtown Denver. 

The building is owned by a longtime acquaintance of 

his, engineer Joe Jehn; the building also houses Jehn’s 

engineering company. Hyperform agreed to provide 

design services to Jehn in lieu of rent. The designers 

moved in and built desks and a room divider on wheels, 

mainly out of salvaged materials; they duct-taped 

together squares of carpet samples for fl ooring.

The co-op now has about 50 members, Geisler 

estimates, with “about 10 people who are involved on a 

daily basis.” Membership is free, and members include 

architects, landscape architects, interior designers, 

industrial designers, and graphic designers. Hyperform’s 

“three pillars,” as Geisler calls them, are that it’s a 

nonprofi t entity; that the directors—currently Geisler, 

Anderson, and Momeni—are unpaid; and that it’s an 

open forum, which means that members can’t use 

information gained at the co-op to tilt the playing fi eld 

in a competitive situation.

Although the co-op tag might conjure an image of 

granola and Birkenstocks, Anderson, 48, cites one very 

mainstream inspiration: New York’s design-focused temp 

agencies, which allow small fi rms to hire an extra person 

for a month or two. “For us, it’s an old idea that hasn’t 

really been utilized here in Denver,” he says.

Most members have their own business entities 

or side jobs but can jump into a co-op project if the 

opportunity is there (so far, a parochial school in Texas 

is the co-op’s only signifi cant project). Momeni, 30, who 

plans to sit for her ARE exams at the end of the year, 

teaches yoga part-time and picks up odd jobs, “whatever 

people need help with. I need to pay my bills.” She doesn’t 

get a regular salary—like other members, she takes a cut 

of project fees—but she would rather work this way than 

have to leave the profession. Geisler has his own fi rm, 

and the Texas project is insured through it—umbrella 

insurance for the co-op “gets very complicated,” 

Anderson says, so for the moment, members take legal 

responsibility for the projects they bring in.

At press time, Anderson was gunning for another 

project, a charter school in Denver. The credentials of 

another member are crucial for the bid. “We can really 

pull from people’s experience in diff erent project types,” 

notes Anderson, an advantage over narrowly specialized 

fi rms. Whatever happens, the directors have reinvested 

enough revenues to keep operating through 2010.

“Any member can come and share our resources here, 

and have a collegial environment in which to work. The 

whole thing is about enabling people,” Geisler says.

Member Amy Burke, an architectural designer, 

likes having a place where she can network, attend 

educational events, and use reference materials like code 

books: “It sort of operates like a fi rm, without all of the 

overhead that comes with a fi rm.”   �
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 TEXT BY BRADFORD MCKEE
  ILLUSTRATIONS BY LAUREN NASSEF 

WITH ITS LONGTIME LEADER    ABOUT TO STEP DOWN, WHAT’S 
NEXT FOR THE NATIONAL TRUST FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION—
AND THE MOVEMENT IT REPRESENTS?  

  FUTURES OF THE



  SOMETIME IN THE NEXT  few months, Richard 

Moe will retire as president of the National Trust 

for Historic Preservation, a job he has held since 

1993. Moe, who is 72, announced his retirement 

in the fall but said he would wait for the group 

to name his successor. When he does depart, he 

will leave behind an organization, and a move-

ment, that has completely transformed in the 17 

years since he arrived in the captain’s quarters 

from a career in politics and the law.

A couple of big milestones helped to defi ne 

Moe’s years at the National Trust. In the mid-

1990s, he led the group to stop taking a large 

chunk of its annual budget from Congress; at 

the time, that was worth about $7 million, but, 

he said, the purse had too many political strings 

PAST  
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attached. The trust began raising funds in 

new ways, and since then, its yearly bud-

get has nearly doubled, to $55 million, and 

its endowment has soared to around $200 

million, up from $33 million. And in a fi ght 

that gained national headlines in the mid-

1990s, the trust beat back an attempt by 

the Walt Disney Co. to build a theme park 

near Civil War battlefi elds in Virginia.

Other achievements have been slower 

and steadier. Observers credit Moe with 

taking preservation to the people by fun-

neling money and encouragement toward 

state, regional, and local preservation 

groups, and building a solid network of 

activist affiliates in preservation. The 

National Trust’s mission changed not by 

drifting from its core imperatives of saving 

great old buildings, but by expanding what 

that core might plausibly include.

Gradually, preservation has grown from 

a relic-focused connoisseur’s concern to a 

multifaceted populist movement dedicated 

to preserving more ineff able forms of his-

tory and threatened ways of life. Its daily 

work now bleeds into a number of dispa-

rate fi elds where common causes are to be 

found, such as community development 

(a shift that began as early as the 1960s), 

environmental protection, public health, 

land conservation, and cultural heritage. It 

was never called merely the National Trust 

for Saving Historic Architecture, after all.

“The trust has tried really hard to con-

nect preservation back to other dynamics 

in society without alienating its core con-

stituency,” says Randall F. Mason, chairman 

of the graduate program in historic preser-

vation at the University of Pennsylvania. 

“The more preservation engages with the 

other big, urgent questions in society and 

the built environment, the better.”

Mason believes that one reason Moe’s 

tenure has been so successful is that 

Moe came not from preservation, but from 

politics—that is, “some other energy cen-

ter.” In a recent interview with ARCHITECT, 

Moe confessed that when he landed at the 

National Trust, “I knew nothing. I didn’t 

spend a day in preservation.” (He was, 

however, a history buff  and had written a 

book on Civil War soliders.)

As for Moe’s successor, at press time, 

no names of candidates had been credibly 

leaked. But with the transition at the trust 

likely to happen before the end of spring, 
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PRESERVATION HAS 
GROWN FROM A 
RELIC-FOCUSED 
CONNOISSEUR’S 
CONCERN TO A 
MULTIFACETED 
POPULIST 
MOVEMENT 
DEDICATED TO 
PRESERVING MORE 
INEFFABLE FORMS 
OF HISTORY 
AND THREATENED 
WAYS OF LIFE.

now is an interesting time to outline what 

kind of realities define the organization 

as it moves into the next decade. Most of 

them are so intertwined, however, that it is 

hard to consider them on their own.

Saving older, denser neighborhoods by 

opposing sprawl.

An endless mission, so far as anyone can 

see. The fi ght against the Disney park was 

aimed in large part at protecting sensi-

tive battlefi eld sites, but it also helped to 

cement the group’s role in discouraging 

relentless expansion of subdivisions into 

the undeveloped edges of metropolitan 

areas. For the National Trust, fi ghting sub-

urban sprawl has at least two major mo-

tives behind it: It helps prevent the further 

withering of older, denser city centers, and 

it helps reduce carbon emissions that may 

contribute to climate change.

The trust’s Main Street Center, now at 

work in more than 1,600 cities and towns, 

began as a pilot in the late 1970s to try 

new approaches to revitalizing older busi-

ness districts, some of which had been 

left for dead by interstates, malls, and 

industry abandonment. Success stories 

include the Federal Hill neighborhood of 

Baltimore, which has recaptured business 

lost to the city’s Inner Harbor development: 

organizers claim 270 net jobs created, 

84 new businesses, and a vacancy rate of 

4 percent, down from 20 percent. Likewise, 

Emporia, Kan., counts $40 million in new 

investment in its downtown, about $33 for 

every Main Street dollar spent.

For the National Trust, the key was to 

take not just a building preservation angle 

but to look at land-use practices in a broad-

er context. “You can revitalize and rehab 

buildings, and do marketing events out 

the wazoo,” says Kennedy Smith, a preser-

vation and planning consultant in Arling-

ton, Va., who ran the Main Street program 

for 13 years until 2004. “But if a community 

isn’t changing its planning and land use, it 

really doesn’t matter.”

The trust’s work for older districts and 

against sprawl takes numerous angles. 

Royce Yeater, the director of the group’s 

Midwest office, is helping to direct a 

campaign called Helping Johnny Walk to 

School, which encourages municipalities 

to renovate older school buildings and to 

plan new schools in the centers of commu-

nities, rather than at their edges. The grant-

making program helps retain existing 

schools; promotes closely knit neighbor-

hoods and physical activity among kids; 

and also helps fi ght sprawl.

“Once you get into it, it’s amazing how 

unifi ed these issues become,” Yeater says. 

“We’re solving multiple problems at once.”

Promoting building reuse as a means of 

fi ghting climate change.

People who work in preservation like to 

say that reusing an existing or historic 

building is inherently more sustainable 

than building from scratch, regardless of 

whether demolition is involved. There is a 

lot of frustration, however, about the im-

portance accorded to preservation in the 

dominant third-party sustainability rating 

system, the U.S. Green Building Council’s 

(USGBC) LEED certifi cation.

In interviews, a number of preserva-

tion professionals lamented that for most 

of LEED’s existence, reusing an extant 

structure got a project one point toward its 

fi nal score, the same amount given, many 

observed, for using recycled carpets. Bar-

bara Campagna, a staff architect for the 

National Trust who oversees its historic 

sites, has been working for the past three 

years with the USGBC. She notes that the 

newest version of LEED raises the possible 

points for retaining a structure to four, and 

there’s another gain for historic buildings 

under the category Sustainable Sites, which 

can be worth up to six points. For now, 

that’s about as good as it gets because there 

are a number of problems to work out.

“One of the basic issues is that there is 

very little data on existing buildings” and 

the environmental impacts they show over 

time, Campagna says. “There is a lot of data 

on new buildings in the past 10 years. So 

while preservationists go around saying, 

‘Our buildings are the greenest,’ there is no 

data to support it.”

Arguments in existing buildings’ favor 

are largely anecdotal—and LEED is a science-

based rating system. The trust hopes to use 

lifecycle assessments of existing buildings 

to determine their long-term impacts. Most 

of a building’s environmental eff ects occur 

during its operation and maintenance, not 

during construction; so the fi rst challenge is 

to fi gure out what impacts can be measured 

empirically, such as resource use and carbon 

emissions. There are other challenges, such 

as whether to measure “squishy” factors 

(e.g., Is there a psychological benefi t to living 

in historic surroundings?).

Once a consensus can form around 

ways to measure preservation’s environ-

mental impacts, then the trick will be 

coming up with defensible data that may—

or may not—show preservation’s inherent 

benefi ts for the planet.
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ONE OF THE TRICKIER ISSUES WILL BE HOW 1960S 
RANCH-HOUSE NEIGHBORHOODS ARE TREATED BY 
PRESERVATIONISTS. SPRAWL IS NOW BECOMING HISTORIC.

Conserving the recent past.

Nothing changes faster than notions of 

what’s old. The past 10 years have seen 

more agitating on behalf of modernist 

structures that are reaching the age of 50, 

which is the general eligibility age for the 

National Register of Historic Places. Not 

that the agitation is universal: As these 

structures start to show their age and out-

live their intended uses, modern styles of 

architecture (Brutalism in particular) don’t 

always command the love of the public at 

large or of local governments.

In Chicago, the city government is 

tearing down the work of Walter Gropius at 

the 37-acre Michael Reese Hospital complex 

on the South Side. The vacant campus was 

to be cleared for the Olympic Village if 

Chicago had won its (unsuccessful) bid for 

the 2016 games, but the city has gone ahead 

since last fall and begun demolishing all 

but two of the buildings—constructed from 

1948 to 1958—anyway, despite scathing 

opposition and in hopes of attracting a 

developer to the site.

“We cannot save all buildings. It costs 

a tremendous amount of money,” Mayor 

Richard M. Daley told the Chicago Tribune. 

“How are you going to reuse it? Who’s 

going to pay for it?” 

The issue of 1960s architecture looms 

conspicuously in Los Angeles, where pe-

rennial development pressures put 1960s 

buildings at risk—both signature struc-

tures and more mundane architecture that 

contributes to the larger urban fabric. The 

Los Angeles Conservancy has been push-

ing its The Sixties Turn 50 campaign to get 

the public thinking about the importance 

of the period. “We don’t want to be saving 

what’s left of the ’60s,” says Linda Dish-

man, the conservancy’s executive director. 

“We want to start that awareness now.”

One of the trickier issues will be how 

1960s ranch-house neighborhoods nation-

wide are treated by preservationists and 

planners, says Yeater. “The sprawl that 

started all of our frustrations is now be-

coming historic,” he says. “Some suburbs 

recognize that, but it goes back to the sus-

tainability issue. They’re going to be very 

diffi  cult to sustain.” But any eff orts to fi x 

extant suburban patterns “will run smack-

dab into the fact that those neighborhoods 

are becoming historic,” Yeater says.

“By the 50-year threshold, we’re up to 

1960 now,” he adds. “I hope I die before I 

get to the ’70s.”

Promoting diversity and localism.

Hector Abreu, a preservation consultant 

and educator based in San Juan, Puerto 
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Rico, has noticed over the past 20 years 

how many more women and minorities 

have entered the preservation professions. 

“When I started, it wasn’t a very diverse 

fi eld,” he says. By 1997, however, when he 

started teaching at the Savannah College of 

Art and Design, “We had a lot of women—

over 60 percent of the student body at 

one point—and also African-Americans 

and Latinos.”

Abreu also tried to make his students 

aware of the ways preservation projects 

can quickly transform the demographics of 

neighborhoods, especially in lower-income 

areas that are being revitalized, often at 

the expense of immigrant residents. Al-

though preservation planners may set out 

to restore a single building, “we’ve almost 

become these advocates for social change,” 

which can have eff ects both good and ill.

It is often said that all preservation is 

local, but now, with the saturation of the 

Internet in society, preservation has turned 

hyperlocal. Frederick Bland, an architect 

and the managing partner of Beyer Blinder 

Belle, has served since 2008 as a member 

of New York City’s Landmarks Preservation 

Commission. Much of the conversation 

about preservation is now occurring online. 

“Everything is shared instantly, and every-

body knows everything all the time,” Bland 

observes. “You used to wait for the commu-

nity meetings and so forth.”

Michael Allen runs the website Ecol-

ogy of Absence in St. Louis, Mo., which has 

a huge following locally but also globally. 

It was Allen who last year revealed the 

identity of a secretive developer who has 

amassed 1,200 acres of real estate near 

downtown. When residents aren’t getting 

answers from elected offi  cials about devel-

opment issues, Allen says, “They can get it 

to the Net and get it blown wide open.”

Tim Whalen, the director of the Getty 

Conservation Trust, has been impressed 

at the way ordinary neighborhoods in Los 

Angeles have mobilized to gain designa-

tion as historic overlay zones, a system 

the city has had in place since 1979. So far, 

24 neighborhoods have become historic 

zones, and more than a dozen proposed 

zones are awaiting approval.

“Neighborhoods came together and 

said, ‘We don’t want greater density and 

the changes we see around us,’ ” Whalen 

observes. “These aren’t wealthy neighbor-

hoods. The demographic was diverse. These 

are people coming together to save places 

and community life.”

All of these forces that are reshaping 

preservation play well into Richard Moe’s 

strategy for decolonizing the movement 

away from the National Trust’s ornate 

mansion on Massachusetts Avenue in 

Washington, D.C. His successor would be 

wise to keep advancing preservation’s 

relevance in a similar fashion.

“It used to be that preservation ap-

pealed to a number of people who loved 

old buildings, and for the most part, they 

were individual buildings,” Moe says. “But 

now it appeals to a much broader range of 

people, and not just for aesthetic reasons.” 

He has seen the trust become a mainstay 

in areas he hadn’t thought possible, play-

ing decisive parts in social and economic 

issues, he says. “I hope my successor will 

continue to look for those possibilities.” � 
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Europe  

 Demand in the U.K. for new healthcare 

construction is winding down, but 

hospital refurbishments are on the rise. 

Eastern European countries need large 

(500- to 1,000-bed) new facilities.  

Middle East  

  Blue-chip U.S. medicine (as delivered by 

Johns Hopkins, the Cleveland Clinic, the 

Mayo Clinic, and others) is off ered in 

facilities that resemble fi ve-star hotels more 

than hospitals, with expensive fi nishes, 

grand public spaces, and royal/VIP suites.
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China 

 Feng shui may dictate some of an architect’s 

design (so that patient rooms face south, for 

example). The sheer volume of patients, both 

in- and outpatient, and reliance on public funding 

mean that three-bed rooms are common.  

Australia 

 Many hospitals were built after World War II 

and need to be replaced. Local fi rms may look 

to partner with U.S. fi rms that have specialized 

experience, while new trade agreements allow 

American designers to compete or collaborate 

with their Australian counterparts.



 IN THE 1970S, when the king of Saudi 

Arabia needed a heart operation, he did 

what Middle East royals had been doing 

for decades: He traveled to the United 

States. After his successful procedure 

at the Cleveland Clinic, more wealthy 

patients from the region followed, 

culminating in thousands receiving 

care at the hospital. But starting in 2012, 

these patients will no longer have to pull 

out a passport to get Western medical 

treatment. The Cleveland Clinic joins 

other major U.S. institutions, such as Johns 

Hopkins and the Mayo Clinic, in bringing 

its brand of medicine to the Middle East. 

When it opens in 2012, Cleveland Clinic 

Abu Dhabi will be a multi-specialty 

hospital on a par, its owners hope, with 

the world’s top medical institutions.

“The government of Abu Dhabi is 

taking bold steps to improve access to 

world-class treatment and reduce the 

need for patients to travel abroad for 

care,” says Mark Erhart, executive director 

of healthcare at Mubadala Development 

Co., which is the hospital owner (its sole 

shareholder is the government of the 

Emirate of Abu Dhabi).

It’s not just medical know-how that’s 

proving to be a valuable U.S. export. The 

U.A.E. is also importing architectural 

expertise. “In selecting an architect for 

this project, we looked for a fi rm that 

would be able to translate our vision to 

create an unparalleled extension of the 

Cleveland Clinic model of care here,” 

Erhart says. They chose the Omaha, 

Neb.–based fi rm HDR.

The globalization of American healthcare 

Alan Dilani is founder and general 

director of the International Academy for 

Design & Health, based in Sweden, which 

tracks healthcare trends and research 

around the globe. He says the Middle East 

as a whole is witnessing a healthcare 

construction boom, and Abu Dhabi is not 

alone in its desire to build new hospitals 

and employ Western design services.

“Before, many wealthy people in 

the Middle East visited Europe or the 

U.S. for any kind of disease,” Dilani says. 

But now there is a desire to have those 

medical services closer to home, especially 

as international travel becomes more 

diffi  cult, he says. 

Investment in healthcare is on the 

rise around the world. “The minister 

of health in Saudi Arabia is looking to 

build 52 hospitals,” Dilani says. Turkey 

“is planning 24 new hospitals,” while 

countries in Eastern Europe, like Russia 

and Yugoslavia, are in need of large, 

500- to 1,000-bed hospitals, according to 

Dilani. Vietnam, Thailand, and Malaysia 

are spending more on healthcare 

construction, while China has undertaken 

a mammoth infrastructure overhaul, 

including new hospitals. India is also 

building hospitals at an impressive clip, 

sometimes off ering fi rms the chance to 

create multiple facilities at once.

“It’s the globalization of healthcare,” 

says Jean Mah, national market sector 

leader for Perkins+Will’s healthcare 

practice. “We’re fi nding that there are 

interesting developments in these 

countries due to [overall] economic 

growth, but a lot is fueled by a growing 

middle class that is demanding access to 

more healthcare.”

This rise in consumer demand 

is placing a higher premium on 

knowledgeable healthcare design, which 

translates into opportunities for U.S. fi rms 

with healthcare expertise. Some trends 

in Western design are being directly 

transplanted into foreign facilities: larger, 

single-bed rooms; advanced technology; 

softer interiors incorporating warm 

materials like wood; and evidence-based 

design techniques focused on patient 

outcome, such as daylighting.

But designing abroad is not as simple 

as grafting a Western approach onto 

foreign markets. “You cannot walk into a 

place like China and presume that your 

reputation precedes you, that your way 

is the only way, and that you are worth 

a lot of money,” says Ray Pentecost, vice 

president and director of healthcare 

architecture at Norfolk, Va.–based Clark 

Nexsen and president of the AIA Academy 

of Architecture for Health. “So much of 

[healthcare design] is culture-driven.”

As the market for healthcare design 

opens, new opportunities breed exposure 

to a whole new set of rules, from complex 

WITH DOMESTIC PROJECTS—EVEN HOSPITALS—ON 
THE WANE, INTERNATIONAL HEALTHCARE REPRESENTS 
A RARE BRIGHT SPOT FOR U.S. ARCHITECTURE FIRMS.

 Architect: HKS • Client: United Eastern Medical Services 
• Square feet: 572,000 • Cost: $205 million • Completion: 
2011 • This 150-bed hospital will have a special focus on 
maternity services, with a high-risk pregnancy unit and a 
25-bassinet NICU nursery. The facility includes 22 royal 
and VIP suites.  

Danat Al Emarat Women’s 
and Children’s Hospital 

TEXT BY ELIZABETH EVITTS DICKINSON
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 1 

design competitions and meticulous 

cultural considerations to thorny billing 

systems and challenging materials 

sourcing. It’s a promising market abroad, 

but one that requires a special mix of 

business savvy and cultural sensitivity.

Hospital meets hotel

Looking at the interior renderings for the 

new Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi (CCAD), 

you could easily mistake the 2.7-million-

square-foot project for an exclusive hotel. 

“One of the predominant goals is to create 

a fi ve-star-hotel experience in a hospital, 

so much of the design is driven around 

creating that,” says Harold Nesland, 

international managing principal for HDR.

Patients will enter a lobby outfi tted 

in marble, stone, and wood. There will 

be expansive public spaces, including an 

upscale retail gallery overlooking the city. 

Private suites designed for royal families 

will appear to be carved out of marble.

The hotel-meets-hospital, a popular 

approach in the Middle East, extends to not 

only the aesthetics of the building but also 

the way guests are accommodated. “In the 

Middle East, you often have large families 

accompanying the patient,” Nesland says. 

The 364-bed hospital (expandable to 490 

beds) has single-patient rooms slightly 

larger than a typical U.S. room, but the royal 

suites command a staggering 7,000 square 

feet each. Waiting areas feel more like hotel 

lobbies, while circulation patterns keep 

back-of-house activities—patient transport, 

logistical support—hidden from the public. 

The architects took great care to develop 

an intuitive and sophisticated wayfi nding 

system that also addresses cultural 

requirements, like keeping royal families 

isolated and men and women segregated, 

as needed.

In other respects, though, the CCAD 

will mirror its U.S. counterpart. It will be 

a physician-led medical facility—staff ed 

only by North American board-certifi ed 

(or equivalent) physicians—that employs 

the latest technologies in surgery, imaging, 

telemedicine, and electronic medical 

records. Exporting the Cleveland Clinic 

brand of healthcare to the Middle East 

required considerable planning in the 

design phase. “Our processes have been 

fully integrated into the design,” explains 

William Peacock, director of operational 

support services at the Cleveland Clinic. 

“Over 300 physicians and clinical personnel 

[helped set up] each of the clinical and 

specialized care areas, and [went] through 

with the architects to assess how patients 

 Architect: HDR • Client: Mubadala Development Co. • Square feet: 2.7 million • Cost: Confidential • 
Completion: 2012 • The Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi (CCAD) is an anchor project for Sowwah Island, the new 
central business district of Abu Dhabi;  its stacked, rectilinear volumes (top) are rising adjacent to the 
site of a new stock exchange building. The hospital will include expansive public spaces including a long 
gallery (middle) that runs next to a waterway, offering city views and outfitted in marble, glass, and 
wood. VIP and royal suites (bottom) continue the high-end hospitality feel, with a blend of Western and 
Middle Eastern design elements and room to accommodate extended families. 

Cleveland Clinic Abu Dhabi 
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LONDON, U.K.
will move through the hospital.”

The CCAD is strategically sited on 

Sowwah Island, the new central business 

district of Abu Dhabi. The hospital’s exterior 

design of glass, steel, and stone is meant 

to be a powerful presence on the horizon, 

a building that speaks to its purpose of 

providing advanced medical care.

Also for Abu Dhabi, the Dallas-

headquartered fi rm HKS designed the 

Danat Al Emarat Women’s and Children’s 

Hospital, due to open next year. This $205 

million, 150-bed hospital is sited on the 

mainland. “There is sand everywhere; 

they have sandstorms. How do you bring 

a building into that site?” asks Enrique 

Greenwell, an HKS vice president. The 

solution is a strong podium clad in a 

perforated and corrugated metal skin that 

creates a highly textured surface, allowing 

views out while refl ecting sunlight in 

diff erent directions. This base, which 

houses the diagnostic treatment area, is 

capped by a fl owing glass structure meant 

to resemble a hijab, the head covering 

worn by women in the Middle East. At 

night, LEDs allow the veil to glow and give 

the perforated metal base a moiré eff ect 

intended to evoke an Arab lamp.

The facility’s interior circulation 

refl ects that men and women frequently 

require separate transit paths, and its 

ventilation accommodates the tradition 

of burning an expensive wood called oud 

or a perfumed coal called bukhoor when 

a child is born. Some interior spaces face 

Mecca for daily prayers.

The project includes 22 royal and VIP 

suites, reached via their own entrance and 

elevators. “This is a completely diff erent 

program from a U.S. suite,” says Dan 

Noble, executive vice president at HKS. 

“Individual VIP suites are about one-

quarter of the fl oor. It’s like going to a 

fancy hotel in Vegas.”

Greenwell says designing the royal 

suites required some translation. “We met 

another big challenge in just defi ning the 

term ‘royal.’ We began doing an approach 

that was very trendy, contemporary, and 

elegant, and [the client] really embraced 

it. As time went by, though, they got 

comments from locals who thought it 

wasn’t ‘royal’ [or traditional] enough.” 

Public vs. private 

U.S. architects working on healthcare 

projects in China have a very diff erent role 

from the hands-on approach they take in the 

Middle East. In China, they are only allowed 

to produce the design, which they then 

 Architect: HOK • Client: Barts and The London NHS Trust • Square feet: 1.2 million • Cost: $1.2 
billion • Completion: 2012 • This project encompasses new construction at, and renovations to, both 
St. Bartholomew’s Hospital (top left and right) and The Royal London Hospital (bottom left), which now 
operate jointly in central London as Barts and The London NHS Trust. HOK is providing full medical 
planning and design services for the scheme. The design will incorporate existing historic buildings. 
Barts will become a specialist cancer and cardiac center with 343 beds, and The London, with 905 beds, 
will serve as a district general hospital. 

St. Bartholomew’s & The Royal London Hospitals 
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SHENZHEN, CHINA

NOVENA, SINGAPORE

Architect: TRO Jung|Brannen • Client: Shenzhen Third 
People’s Hospital • Square feet: 893,400 • Cost: 
Confidential • Completion: 2010 • At the Shenzhen Third 
People’s Hospital, most patient rooms face south, in 
accordance with a principle of feng shui.

hand over to a local design institute. The 

designing fi rm can’t be sure how the fi nal 

structure will turn out. “It’s very much a 

surprise. Everything from the detailing to 

the orientation of the building can change,” 

says Ed Scharff , an associate principal at 

TRO Jung|Brannen. His fi rm has designed 

several projects in China, including the 

Shenzhen Third People’s Hospital, which 

won a 2008 AIA National Healthcare 

Design Award and is currently under 

construction.

TRO Jung|Brannen’s competition-

winning proposal for the Shenzhen 

hospital illustrates two key diff erences 

when working in the Chinese market. 

Conceived in the wake of the SARS 

epidemic, the 500-bed specialty hospital 

and outpatient clinic includes something 

a U.S. facility for infectious disease never 

would: windows that open. “When you 

get into the healthcare practice in China, 

it’s inevitable that you’re going to have 

to deal with feng shui,” says Chan Byun, 

a TRO principal. In China, it is believed 

that a hospital should take advantage of 

prevailing winds by placing ill patients 

downwind, he explains. It is also believed 

that patient rooms should face south.

Another programmatic diff erence is 

something known as the “dirty core.” In 

China, Scharff  explains, contaminated 

waste goes to a special core in the 

building and never crosses into the “clean” 

sections of the facility. In a patient tower, 

there will be “clean” public elevators and 

separate soil elevators, adding a layer of 

complexity to circulation plans.

China has plans to upgrade its 

national health system, including its 

healthcare facilities. The government 

issued a policy report last April calling 

for the construction or renovation of 

2,000 county-level hospitals and tens of 

thousands of local health centers.

You can be sure there will be no 

7,000-square-foot suites in these projects. 

“One of the things to consider with 

hospitals in China is the huge daily fl ow 

of people. You are in the thousands of 

people a day just for outpatient,” Scharff  

says. “Single patient rooms are pretty rare 

in a public hospital, and three to a room is 

not uncommon. We’ve designed hospitals 

with six-bed wards.”

While Shenzhen is a project of the 

Chinese government, private owners also 

are undertaking a large number of projects 

in Asia. Singapore, which is located within 

a six-hour fl ight path of many major cities, 

has seen private owners jumping into the 

healthcare sector to serve wealthy local 

populations and the possibility of medical 

tourism. “There is a market for a center of 

excellence that is based on American … 

standards of care and operational models, 

and that is a bit of a departure from the 

national standard off ered through their 

healthcare system,” says Ron Smith, senior 

associate in healthcare at HOK.

For Singapore’s ParkwayHealth 

Novena Hospital, HOK designed a 

780,000-square-foot facility that will 

focus on cardiology, orthopedics, and 

neurology. All rooms will be private, 

and the facility will off er patient-

fl oor balconies, gardens, and rooftop 

landscaping. As in the Middle East, there 

is a premium on user experience. In the 

lobby, patients check in at a concierge 

desk. The facility, which is currently 

under construction, has an exterior clad 

in double-pane thermal glass with special 

tinting and shade features to mitigate 

the strong sun (Singapore is nearly on the 

equator). One section of the façade uses 

photovoltaics in the glass to generate 

energy. The building is expected to 

achieve Greenmark Platinum certifi cation 

in Singapore, similar to LEED Platinum.

Refurbish, replace

A hybrid of private and public funding, 

private fi nance initiatives—or PFIs—are 

increasingly supporting the construction 

of healthcare projects around the globe. 

The world’s largest healthcare PFI project 

to date is now under construction in 

London. Designed by HOK, the $1.2 billion 

expansion of St. Bartholomew’s and The 

Royal London Hospitals will integrate new 

structures into existing historic fabric. 

In the U.K. market, “New construction is 

down, but a large number of hospitals 

need to be restructured, so they have a lot 

of refurbishment work,” Dilani says.

And what will be the next big market 

in the coming decade? “Australia,” Dilani 

says. “Australia is the place to go right 

now,” because of its plethora of aging 

hospitals in need of replacement. Warren 

Kerr, national director for Perth, Australia–

based Hames Sharley Health Group, says 

that while there is a thriving local base of 

healthcare designers, there is a need for 

outside expertise, especially on big-ticket 

specialty projects. “It is unlikely that 

individual fi rms have specifi c experience 

in these specialized fi elds. It would make 

sense to joint venture with an overseas 

fi rm who has recently completed a project 

of [a similar] nature.”   �

 Architect: HOK • Client: ParkwayHealth • Square feet: 
nearly 780,000 • Cost: Not available • Completion: 2011 
• ParkwayHealth Novena Hospital will focus on cardiology, 
orthopedics, and neurology, and have  hotel-like amenities 
including a concierge desk to check in and patient-floor 
balconies.

TYPOLOGY GLOBAL HOSPITALS

Shenzhen Third People’s Hospital

ParkwayHealth Novena Hospital
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→BUILDINGS

CHARLES H. SHAW TECHNOLOGY 
AND LEARNING CENTER  

 TEXT BY KATIE GERFEN
  PHOTOS BY DARRIS LEE HARRIS, 
EXCEPT WHERE NOTED 

CHICAGO 
FARR ASSOCIATES 

WHEN THE TEAM from Chicago-based Farr Associates 

interviewed in 2005 for the commission for the Charles 

H. Shaw Technology and Learning Center, they were 

given a tour of the site: a red-brick powerhouse fi lled 

to the brim with boilers, coal chutes, and the fl otsam 

and jetsam of Chicago’s industrial past. The building 

originally supplied heat and electricity to the vast Sears, 

Roebuck and Co. campus on the city’s West Side; Sears 

vacated the property in the early 1990s.

The current owner, the Homan Arthington 

Foundation, was determined to include the powerhouse 

in its ambitious revitalization of the adjacent historic 

neighborhood of North Lawndale. A partnership with 

Chicago Public Schools’ Renaissance 2010 project—

charged with creating 100 new charter schools—and 

the Henry Ford Learning Institute clarifi ed the program 

for the renovation: The powerhouse would be a green 

charter high school.

Completed in 1905, the Nimmons & Fellows–

designed powerhouse incorporated neoclassical 

→



SHAW CENTER

cornices and decorative medallions in its facade. The 

great hall, which occupies the entire northern half of the 

90,000-square-foot building, was fi lled with generators 

until the 1950s, when Sears moved to the power grid 

and the space was turned over to air conditioning 

equipment. Nimmons & Fellows fi nished the hall’s 

interior in glazed Tiff any brick, with large windows and 

a lengthy ribbon of skylight. The building’s south side 

held the boilers.

For 50 years, daily freight trains pulled up along 

the south side of the building and dropped coal into a 

basement pit. From there, it was carried by a system of 

conveyors up three stories before being portioned into 

100-ton capacity hoppers located over the boilers. The 

boilers generated superheated steam, which was used 

to produce electricity and to heat the other campus 

buildings, which housed Sears’ corporate and mail-order 

operations.

In the 1970s, a shift was made to gas- and oil-

fueled boilers. But the new equipment—when not a 

direct replacement—was placed in and around the 

old, creating a historic record of power generation in 

the 20th century. The Sears complex was added to the 

National Register of Historic Places in 1978. Nonetheless, 

many of the buildings on the campus were demolished.

The powerhouse was offi  cially mothballed in 2002, 

though some equipment was still called upon to provide 

hot water until the renovation began in 2006.

In 2005, when Farr Associates took on the project, 

fi rm principal Jonathan Boyer says, “We had experience 

with schools, sustainability, and historic preservation, 

so the idea was to use this [expertise] to create an 

environment that could be used as a didactic teaching 

tool.” The goal was to create a LEED Platinum high 

school replete with modern technologies, while 

restoring the original structure and some of the 

machinery to preserve a sense of the building’s past. 

The budget was tight: $40 million in total, amassed by 

a unique mix of historic and new market tax credits 

and private fundraising.

But before the renovation could begin, an extensive 

interior demolition process was necessary. To see how 

much could be preserved, the architects climbed what 

Boyer describes as a series of “Piranesi-like catwalks,” 

examining beams and bearing walls for structural 

stability. Despite their best eff orts, surprises emerged 

throughout the construction process. Upon removing 

the coal bins, for instance, they discovered that beams 

deemed more than suffi  cient to support infi ll fl oors 

had in fact been eroded by sulfur. And toxic materials 

necessitated extensive remediation.

When the building opened three years later, in time 

for the 2009 school year, all signs of the epic design and 

demolition process had been erased. Today, students 

enter into the restored great hall, which still retains its 

glazed brick and much of the original fl oor tile. Anything 

too damaged to be retained was replaced with in-kind 

→

→
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SHAW CENTER

1. When the Sears powerhouse 
was mothballed in 2002, 
stationary engineer Tom 
Reidy, of Local 399, was the 
last to leave. “When I walked 
out,” Reidy says, “it was 
the same as it was when I got 
there that morning.” Now, the 
great hall that once housed 
chillers, hydraulic pumps, 
and turbine generators (above 
left) has been transformed 
into the center’s entrance, 
assembly room, and cafeteria 
(above right). Windows were 
restored and outfitted with 
double glazing, the skylight 
was upgraded with Kalwall 
panels, and the existing 
mezzanine was extended to 
accommodate a teachers lounge.

2. On the south side of the 
building, a massive system 
of catwalks was put in place 
to allow for a code-required 
third point of access to the 
fire department. Doubling as a 
shading device, the structure 
hangs off the original 
building frame. Doors from 
each classroom open onto the 
walkways to provide egress.

materials. The space is now used for assemblies and as a 

cafeteria; a mezzanine houses a teachers lounge.

From the hall, doorways cut through the original 

thick brick dividing wall and into the classroom wing, 

once home to the plant’s massive boilers. What was 

once a 75-foot-high space laced with catwalks and 

open metalwork stairs has been subdivided into three 

fl oors to accommodate lab spaces and classrooms. 

These rooms still show signs of the building’s original 

purpose—one has a preserved section of conveyor, and 

others, the trapezoidal bases of the coal hoppers. “Every 

space has a diff erent morphology and diff erent historic 

elements,” Boyer notes. “That uniqueness is what gets 

you interested in the space.”

The biggest structural move in the project was one 

that no one foresaw. The fi re department decided mid-

build that the slope of the access road was too steep for 

fi re engines to navigate (cutting off  code-required access), 

so the architects devised a massive system of steel 

catwalks and stairs on the building’s south side, hung off  

of the original structural frame and accessible from every 

classroom. The system doubles as a shading device.

Other green measures include a fi eld of 84 350-foot-

deep geothermal wells, a rainwater retention garden, 

and a green roof. The architects submitted enough 

credits to achieve LEED Platinum, and the fi nal rating 

will be handed down in the coming months.

To some locals, “the reason the school is exciting 

is because of everything else that’s already here,” 

says Kristin Dean, president of the Homan Square 

Community Center Foundation. She refers to the 

adjacent Homan Square development, begun by 

developer Charles Shaw in 1988 as part of a three-

pronged approach to the revitalization North 

Lawndale—provide safe, aff ordable housing; provide 

jobs; and provide community services. Homan Square 

off ers 300-plus housing units and a community center 

that opened in 2001. “It’s truly mixed income housing,” 

says Dean. “People who have Section 8 vouchers and a 

partner in a law fi rm live in the same block.”

The Shaw Technology and Learning Center project 

rallied more than just the neighbors: There were more 

than 600 applicants for the school’s 120 9th-grade slots; 

eventually there will be 460 students in grades 9–12. 

Substitute teacher Charlotte Fletcher, who is also a 12-

year resident of Homan Square, has nothing but praise. 

“It’s just absolutely beautiful,” says Fletcher of the school. 

“It’s almost like the students’ minds are free when you 

walk in there. They’ve got everything they need to work 

with to be creative and successful in their lives.”

→
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Historic masonry façade

Existing lattice beams

Open-grate metal walkway

New metal hanger angle support
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SHAW CENTER

Basement First Floor

Section

200 40 N

Mechanical

Conference

Offi  ce

Kitchen

Offi  ces

Teachers’ carrels

Classrooms

Lab

Entry

Great hall

Cafeteria area

Kitchen
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SHAW CENTER

Second Floor Third Floor

TOOLBOX   

  

12-Foot PowerFoil Ceiling Fan

Big Ass Fans

bigassfans.com  

Because it can be hard to 

properly distribute and cycle 

air through a space as large as 

the great hall, Farr Associates 

specifi ed four 12-foot-diameter 

PowerFoil fans from Big Ass Fans. 

With 10 63-inch foils collectively 

moving at 82 revolutions per 

minute, each unit displaces air 

at a rate of 101,579 cubic feet 

per minute.   Installed among 

the original trusses that remain 

at the top of the great hall, the 

fans distribute air from the geo-

thermal heating system, which 

is brought in through a plenum 

under the low bench along the 

north wall, making heating and 

cooling more effi  cient.

  

3
/4" Argon-Filled Insulated 

Glass Unit

Oldcastle Glass

oldcastleglass.com  

In order to make the single-

paned windows more energy 

effi  cient, the U-value needed 

to be increased. Boyer’s team 

worked with Restoration and 

Preservation Enterprises on a 

solution that would allow them 

to install double-glazing while 

retaining the original window 

framing—and still meet both 

National Park Service and Illinois 

Historic Preservation standards, 

as well as the Secretary of 

the Interior’s Standards for 

Rehabilitation. The solution, 

Boyer says, “had to be historic, 

cost eff ective, functional, and 

sustainable.” The original wood 

frames were routed out to make 

room for the new glazing unit. 

The original color of the window 

sash and frame were restored 

and steel bands added under 

the wood allow the windows to 

resist wind loads of 90 mph.  

70-mm Fiberglass-Reinforced 

Sandwich Skylight Panel

Kalwall

kalwall.com

The architects chose to replace 

the aging glass panels in the 

ribbon of skylight over the great 

hall with translucent panels 

from Kalwall. These panels have 

a 50% light transmission, which 

reduces glare and heat gain into 

the space while also refracting 

the light to better diff use 

through the entire double-height 

room. The panels also improve 

the U-value and effi  ciency of the 

skylight signifi cantly over the 

original single-pane glass.

Lab

Classrooms

Balcony

Media lab
East mezzanine

Teachers lounge

Lab

Classrooms
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SHAW CENTER

1. The basement level is used 
largely for faculty office 
space and special-education 
classes. Instead of erecting 
walls to create individual 
offices, the architects 
located faculty carrels 
around the massive poured-
concrete arches that once 
served as a counterbalance to 
the generators and now bring 
a cloisterlike quality to the 
below-grade space.

2. The once-daunting maze 
of narrow hallways and 
conduits in the basement 
(left) has been transformed 
into a brightly painted and 
welcoming space (above). 
Working with the vocabulary 
of piping already in place, 
the architects chose to run 
wiring to teachers’ carrels 
and tutoring rooms through a 
series of cable trays that are 
suspended from the ceiling.
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SHAW CENTER

1. The industrial remains 
of coal hoppers and chutes 
(top) were transformed into 
classroom spaces (bottom). 
To preserve the building’s 
history, some of the historic 
elements were left in place 
(like the now-painted coal 
hopper). “We wanted the 
building to be an educational 
tool,” Homan Square Community 
Center Foundation president 
Kristin Dean says, “and to 
tell a story about energy 
production; how we used to 
produce energy 100 years ago, 
and how we produce it now.” 
The brick-clad coal chute was 
restored, and windows were 
installed so that students can 
look into the space from their 
new learning environment.

2. Massive ductwork (top) that 
used to contain and direct the 
flows of super-heated steam 
was removed to make way for 
two new floor slabs, dividing 
the once 75-foot-high space 
into three classroom levels. 
In the newly finished hallway 
(below) a lattice beam was 
left exposed amid the new 
drywall and metal decking. 
Dusty and rusting spaces have 
been transformed by brightly 
painted walls and high-traffic 
carpet tile.

3. A central stair (bottom) 
was added to provide 
circulation for students 
moving between floors. It 
is located in front of the 
restored coal chute and hung 
off original lattice beams 
(top). Where possible, the 
original structural elements 
were maintained, both to 
reinforce the building’s 
history and also to reduce 
new construction and 
renovation costs.
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SHAW CENTER

The top of the vast triple-
height boiler room was 
originally capped with a glass 
skylight to allow daylight 
for the engineers working 
on the conglomeration of 
equipment below (right). Now, 
the glass has been replaced 
with translucent panels, and 
an inserted slab creates a 
third floor of classrooms 
with a wide enough hallway to 
serve as an informal student 
gathering space (opposite).
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 Project Credits

  

Project  Charles H. Shaw Technology 

and Learning Center

Client  Homan Arthington Foundation

Architect  Farr Associates, Chicago—

Jonathan Boyer (design principal); 

Rose Grayson (project manager); 

Amy Calvanese (interior design)

Contractor  Pepper Construction Co.

M/E/P Engineer  IBC Engineering

Structural Engineer  CE Anderson 

and Associates

Landscape Architect  Conservation 

Design Forum

Historic Preservation  MacRostie 

Historic Advisors; Kellermeyer, 

Godfryt, Hart

Commercial Kitchen Consultant  

Edge Associates

Commissioning Agent  dbHMS

 Size  90,000 square feet

Cost $40 million

Materials and Sources

Acoustics  Pyrok Acoustement

pyrokinc.com

Ceilings  Certainteed certainteed.com

Carpet  InterfaceFlor interfacefl or.com

Flooring  Dal-Tile (ceramic tile, quarry 

tile) daltile.com; Stonepeak Ceramics 

(porcelain tile) stonepeakceramics

.com; Armstrong (linoleum fl ooring)

armstrong.com; Johnsonite (rubber 

baseboard) johnsonite.com

Furniture  Haworth haworth.com

Glass  PPG (Solarban) ppg.com; 

Oldcastle Glass oldcastleglass.com

Gypsum  USG usg.com

Insulation  Johns Manville (blown-in 

and batt insulation) johnsmanville.com

Lighting  Finelite fi nelite.com

Masonry  Boston Valley Terra Cotta 

terraclad.com

Metal  David Architectural Metals 

davidarchitecturalmetals.com

Millwork  Custom millwork with Forbo 

Marmoleum forbo.com

Paints and fi nishes  PPG Pittsburgh 

Paints pittsburghpaints.com

Pavers  Egra Stone

Plumbing and water systems  

Sloan Valve sloanvalve.com

Roofi ng  Firestone Building Products 

(Ultraply TPO) fi restonebpco.com; 

Pac-Clad Petersen Aluminum (fl ashing) 

pac-cladmetalroofi ng.com

Signage  ASI Signage Innovations 

asisignage.com

Site and Landscape Products  Provided 

by Christy Webber Landscapes 

christywebber.com

Wallcoverings  Forbo (pinup surfaces)

forbo.com

Walls  Hufcor (moveable walls) 

hufcor.com

Windows  Traco (aluminum 

windows) traco.com; Hunter Douglas 

Contract (window coverings) 

hunterdouglascontract.com
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TAKE YOUR PROJECT TO THE TOP
All winning entries will be featured in the September issue  
of metalmag magazine.

ELIGIBILITY 
An entrant may submit one project in each category, but the  
same project cannot be submitted for more than one category. 
Metal must be the primary product used. Projects that have won 
other awards are eligible. Projects must have been completed  
after Jan. 1, 2006.

DEADLINES AND FEES
Register by March 26, 2010
First entry, $75; additional entries, $50

Register after March 26, 2010
First entry, $95; additional entries, $75

Entry forms and submission materials 
must be postmarked by May 26, 2010.

CATEGORIES
Building Green

Interiors

Metal Buildings

Residential

Roofs

Wall Panels

HOW TO ENTER
Visit metalmagawards.com or 
email lgrant@hanleywood.com

Produced by

call for entries 2010

metalmagawards.com
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 BUILDING:
 INTERACTION
ARCHITECT’S Web site is laying the 
cornerstone for a premier Web 
experience for practicing architects. 
We set up the site, you remark on the 
content. Design headlines, a calendar 
of events, continuing education, 
weekly blogs and more. To join in, visit 
architectmagazine.com.

Gagecast®

Gage Corporation, Int.
Gagecast® is a cast metal wall surfacing 
material suitable for a variety of 
interior architectural applications where 
patterns that feature high luster, relief, 
durability, and cost effective installation 
are a requirement. Twenty designs are 
standard; however, custom collaboration is 
encouraged. Gagecast® is one component 
of Gage Vertical Surfacing. Contact the 
factory for product literature and sample 
requests.

800-786-4243
gage@centurytel.net
www.gagecorp.net

Circle no. 304Circle no. 300

Circle no. 301

Circle no. 302

Circle no. 301   Circle no. 303

Perkins Eastman has an opportunity

for a principal level architect with

expertise in K-12 and/or higher 

education. Qualified candidates must

be able to market and manage

projects supported by other senior

experienced staff. All inquiries will

be kept confidential.

Please submit resumes by email only

to ab.schwarz@perkinseastman.com.

To learn more about

Perkins Eastman go to

www.perkinseastman.com

Gage Decorative Metal Ceilings
Gage Corporation, Int.

The Gage Corporation International has been 
designing and manufacturing decorative 
metal ceilings since 1989. Gage ceilings 
feature more than 50% recycled material and 
are visually rich, functional, and versatile 
as a design medium. Custom collaboration 
is encouraged. Contact the Gage factory for 
literature and sample requests.

800-786-4243
gage@centurytel.net
www.gagecorp.net

Magnet for Talent
JR Walters Resources, premier A/E/C recruiting
firm, can help you grow your company and your
career.  Review current opportunities at  

www.jrwalters.com

or call 269 925 3940

City Bollard Line
FAAC now offers two versatile styles of 
bollards for effective traf c control and 

parking deterrent solutions.

•Automatic, semi-automatic and  xed   
versions
•Master slave capabilities
•Model 275 hydraulic version has a duty          
cycle of up to 5,000 cycles a day
•Finishing options to compliment 
surrounding architecture

Learn more at:  www.faacusa.com
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Gage Corporation, Int.
Gagecast® is a cast metal wall surfacing 
material suitable for a variety of 
interior architectural applications where 
patterns that feature high luster, relief, 
durability, and cost effective installation 
are a requirement. Twenty designs are 
standard; however, custom collaboration is 
encouraged. Gagecast® is one component 
of Gage Vertical Surfacing. Contact the 
factory for product literature and sample 
requests.

800-786-4243
gage@centurytel.net
www.gagecorp.net
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Circle no. 301   Circle no. 303

Perkins Eastman has an opportunity

for a principal level architect with

expertise in K-12 and/or higher 

education. Qualified candidates must

be able to market and manage

projects supported by other senior

experienced staff. All inquiries will

be kept confidential.

Please submit resumes by email only

to ab.schwarz@perkinseastman.com.

To learn more about

Perkins Eastman go to

www.perkinseastman.com

Gage Decorative Metal Ceilings
Gage Corporation, Int.

The Gage Corporation International has been 
designing and manufacturing decorative 
metal ceilings since 1989. Gage ceilings 
feature more than 50% recycled material and 
are visually rich, functional, and versatile 
as a design medium. Custom collaboration 
is encouraged. Contact the Gage factory for 
literature and sample requests.

800-786-4243
gage@centurytel.net
www.gagecorp.net

Magnet for Talent
JR Walters Resources, premier A/E/C recruiting
firm, can help you grow your company and your
career.  Review current opportunities at  

www.jrwalters.com

or call 269 925 3940

City Bollard Line
FAAC now offers two versatile styles of 
bollards for effective traf c control and 

parking deterrent solutions.

•Automatic, semi-automatic and  xed   
versions
•Master slave capabilities
•Model 275 hydraulic version has a duty          
cycle of up to 5,000 cycles a day
•Finishing options to compliment 
surrounding architecture

Learn more at:  www.faacusa.com
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Magnet for Talent
JR Walters Resources, premier A/E/C recruiting
firm, can help you grow your company and your
career.  Review current opportunities at  

www.jrwalters.com

or call 269 925 3940

Barrier Gate Operators
FAAC is the world’s largest specialized
manufacturer of hydraulic operators for bar-
rier, slide and swing gate systems. Barrier
features include 100% continuous duty
operation, the ability to raise beams up to
23 feet, and control panels with full system
compatibility. High-speed and economy
models available. Visit www.faacusa.com
for brochures & specs.

GageWoven® Architectural 
Wire Mesh Systems

Gage Corporation, Int.
GageWoven® is an innovative collec-
tion of 23 designs suitable for elevator
lobbies and cab interiors, feature walls, 
ceilings, plus other architectural fabrica-
tion and consumer products. GageWoven 
also features 6 unique patterns designed 
for in- ll panels.  Custom sizes and made 
to order panel systems are available. 
Custom designs are also encouraged. 
Contact the factory for literature and 
sample requests.

800-786-4243 • gage@centurytel.net 
www.gagecorp.net
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FOR INFORMATION

on how to be a part

of the next

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

special advertising section,

contact Erin Liddell at 

773-824-2445.

FOR INFORMATION

on how to be a part

of the next

ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING

special advertising section,

contact Erin Liddell at 

773-824-2445.

S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

Resource/Classifi eds

ebuild is the destination for construction pros searching 
for information about building products. ebuild is a source 
of unbiased coverage of new products, trends and news. 
Pros visit ebuild to learn how to do their jobs faster, safer 
and easier. ebuild connects pros to product manufacturers, 
experts and peers. 

a 360 degree view 
of product informationebuild.com

       search. 
source. 
        learn. 
 connect.
        ebuild.

Flatweave wall carpet makes an intriguing 
backdrop for uncommon interiors. Concourse 
muffl es sound and reduces building operating 
costs by protecting walls.  Wool blend. Flame 
retardant pre-coat back. 19 colors. 

Contact Eurotex at 800.523.0731 or 
eurotex@comcast.net.

www.eurotexinc.com

Concourse Wall Carpet

Circle no. 308

Magnet for Talent
JR Walters Resources, premier A/E/C recruiting
firm, can help you grow your company and your
career.  Review current opportunities at  

www.jrwalters.com

or call 269 925 3940

Circle no. 309

Circle no. 307

INTRODUCING ROVAL™ by ASI®

From ASI comes a collection 
of washroom accessories 

that is not only elegant, 
durable and exceptionally 

functional, but is 
engineered better 
than any other 

product in its class. 
Actually — the 
Roval™ Collection 

has just raised 
the bar.

Visit americanspecialties.com/roval 
to request a catalog.

FOR INFORMATION

on how to be a part

of the next ARCHITECT special

advertising section, contact 

Erin Liddell at 773-824-2445.
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ebuild is the destination for  
construction pros searching  
for information about building 
products. ebuild is a source of 
new product coverage, trends  
and news. Pros visit ebuild to 
learn how to do their jobs faster, 
safer and easier. ebuild connects 
pros to product manufacturers, 
experts and peers.

       search. 
source. 
        learn. 
 connect.
        ebuild.

a 360 degree view of 
product informationebuild.com

ebuild is the destination for  
construction pros searching  
for information about building 
products. ebuild is a source of 
new product coverage, trends  
and news. Pros visit ebuild to 
learn how to do their jobs faster, 
safer and easier. ebuild connects 
pros to product manufacturers, 
experts and peers.

       search. 
source. 
        learn. 
 connect.
        ebuild.

a 360 degree view of 
product informationebuild.com

Fire-Rated Aluminum
Doors & Windows
www.alu am-usa.com

Imagine being able to specify a  re-rated 
system that looks so good you wouldn’t 
know it’s  re-rated. Imagine the clean, rich 
lines of true extruded aluminum frames 
and large panels of clear glass. With 
ALUFLAM™ storefront and curtainwall 
systems and Glass from VETROTECH 
SAINT-GOBAIN, this is reality.

Contact us for further information—
714-899-3990

Email info@alu am-usa.com



S P E C I A L  A D V E R T I S I N G  S E C T I O N

Resource
Higher  

Standards  
for  

Fiber Cement

Nichiha is setting a new standard of  

unique in that the texture is pressed and 

authentic look.  

Come by and see the 
difference at IBS booth 
C3118.

ARCAT now has hundreds of data rich generic 
and proprietary AutoDesk® Revit® BIM objects. 
All objects are developed on the Revit 9.1 
platform, with links to ARCAT manufacturer
CSI 3-Part specs, product data and green
reports for that product category.
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INTRODUCING ROVAL™ by ASI®

A collection of washroom 

accessories that is elegant,

durable, exceptionally 

functional and engineered 

better than any other 

product in its class. 

The Roval™

Collection has just 

raised the bar.

Visit americanspecialties.com/roval 

to request a catalog.

Flatweave wall carpet makes an intriguing
backdrop for uncommon interiors. And
Concourse muffl es sound and reduces 
building operating costs by protecting walls.
Wool blend. Flame-retardant pre-coat back. 
19 colors. Contact Eurotex at 800.523.0731 
or eurotex@comcast.net.

www.eurotexinc.com

Concourse Wall Carpet

Job Listings E-mail Alerts Career Tools Industry Intelligence

ArchitectJobsOnline.comAny Career Site

Get out of the crowd, 

and into a job. At 

ArchitectJobsOnline.

com.

ArchitectJobsOnline.com is the 
official career site of ARCHITECT 
and residential architect magazines. 
Unlike general job sites, we offer Job 
Postings, Career Advice, Architect 
News, Architect Events, Salary 
Information and Resume Posting. 
So visit ArchitectJobsOnline.com 
today. And leave the mass market 
job sites to those other characters.

Job Listings E-mail AlertsCareer Tools Industry Intelligence

 BUILDING:
A NETWORK
ARCHITECT’S Web site is laying the base for a 
premier electronic experience for practicing 
architects. We organize the site, you refl ect 
on the ideas. Market intelligence, a building 
products database, breaking news—all 
established to help grow a  continuing 
collection of inspiration. To join the network, 
visit architectmagazine.com.



79ad index

Advertiser Page Circle Website Phone

American Express C4 234 www.plumforbusiness.com 866.992.PLUM

American Hydrotech 28 254 www.hydrotechusa.com 800.877.6125 

ARCAT C3 430 www.arcat.com  

ASI American Specialties 41 243 www.americanspecialties.com/roval  

Bluworld of Water 2 160 www.bluworldusa.com 407.426.7674 

Builder Concept  36 - www.builderconcepthome2010.com

   Home 2010   

Cascade Coil Drapery 34 81 www.cascadecoil.com 800.999.2645

CENTRIA 11 25 www.CENTRIA.com 800.250.9298

Columbia Lighting 25 253 www.columbialighting.com  

CONSTRUCT 2010 31 - www.CONSTRUCTshow.com  

Ebuild 29 -  

Hanley Wood University 22 - www.architectCES.com 

Hanover Architectural  27 480 www.hanoverpavers.com 800.426.4242

   Products  

HDI Railings 30 481 www.hdirailings.com 717.285.4088 

Hydro Ther 4 252 www.HydroTher.com 800.891.5811 

Johnsonite 21 38 www.johnsonite.com  

Kalwall 20 484 www.kalwall.com 800.258.9777 

MBCI 35 402 www.mbci.com/arch 877.713.6224 

Metalmag Architectural  76 - www.metalmagawards.com

   Awards   

Microsoft 9 250 www.microsoftdynamics.com/professionalservices

Musson Rubber Co. 14 403 www.mussonrubber.com 800.321.2381 

Pella C2 396 www.pellacommercial.com/cpg 866.70.PELLA

Petersen Aluminum 7 470 www.PAC-CLAD.com 800.PAC.CLAD 

Pro AV Spotlight Awards 62 - www.proavawards.com  

R+D Awards 16 - www.rdawards.com  

Revestir 43 - www.exporevestir.com.br  

S-5! 33 489 www.S-5-clamp.com 888.825.3432 

Scranton Products 15 466 www.scrantonproducts.com 800.445.5148 

Stewart Filmscreen 3 218 www.stewartfi lmscreen.com  

W.R. Meadows 1 255 www.wrmeadows.com 800.342.5976 

Western Red Cedar 5 416 www.wrcla.org 866.778.9096

 BUILDING:
 COLLABORATION
ARCHITECT’S Web site is laying 
the groundwork for a premier 
Internet experience for practicing 
architects. We construct the site, 
you comment on the content. It’s 
the one place online where you 
can meet to share work, ideas 
and opinions. To join in, visit 
architectmagazine.com.



Site Plan

THE “PROVIDENT” MAKE PROVISIONS for the future, 

and so it seems fi tting that the city named for that 

virtue, Providence, R.I., would use its train station to 

prepare for what must have seemed, 27 years ago, far off  

in the future. Designed by Skidmore, Owings & Merrill 

(SOM), the 1983 P/A citation–winning Providence 

train station shows how infrastructure can anticipate 

development long before it occurs. SOM, under the 

direction of then-associate partner Marilyn Taylor, 

located the station over rerouted train tracks, between 

the grounds of the Rhode Island State House and a 

yet-to-be-built Capital Center offi  ce, housing, and retail 

development.

Built largely as designed, the one-story station has 

a dome and central rotunda, echoing that of the nearby 

McKim, Mead & White–designed Capitol. A corner clock 

tower gives the low building its presence on the skyline, 

and the complex alignments of its plan recall the 

shifted axes of the 16th and 17th century French “hotels” 

that Michael Dennis analyzed in his 1986 book, Court 

and Garden. Unlike those aristocratic houses, though, 

wedged into the dense urban fabric of cities like Paris, 

this train station had to anticipate development that 

has only recently arrived to connect it to the downtown. 

In that sense, the station proved to be very provident. 

Its design accommodated the complex geometries of a 

circulation pattern oriented toward the Capitol and a 

structure aligned with the tracks, while its splayed plan 

opened out to what was then an imagined city, one that 

Providence eventually made happen.  �  S
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THE PROVIDENCE TRAIN 
STATION SHOWS THE 
CHALLENGE OF BUILDING 
INFRASTRUCTURE BEFORE 
THERE ARE ANY STRUCTURES 
TO CONNECT TO.

  →1983 P/A AWARDS CITATION 

 1983 P/A Awards Jury
George Baird
Alan Chimacoff
Stanton Eckstut
Sandra Howell
Mark Mack
Marietta Miller
James Stirling
John Woodbridge 

 TEXT BY THOMAS FISHER 

PROVIDENCE IN PROVIDENCE
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ARCAT BIM LIBRARY
Manufacturer and Generic Objects and Systems

®
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Pay your balance in full within 10 days of the statement closing date and get a 1.5% discount on virtually all purchases made 
that month. The discount will appear as a credit on the following billing statement. Pay 10% of the balance from new activity 
on your billing statement plus the entire amount of any previously deferred payment or amounts past due by the “Please Pay 
By Date” on that statement and you can extend payment on the rest until the closing date of your next billing cycle without 
penalty. Visit plumcard.com for details. © 2010 American Express Bank, FSB. All rights reserved. P02SA

Visit plumforbusiness.com and hear more from Rich and other established business owners. 
Or call 1-866-992-PLUM and let’s talk. Then decide for yourself.

Is the Plum Card right for you?

American Express OPEN asked business owners how they prefer to pay their bills. Cardmembers like 
Rich Murov use the Plum Card® from American Express OPEN for its flexible trade terms. Each month, 
Cardmembers choose the 1.5% Early Pay Discount or the Defer Pay Option. Most months, Rich pays 
early and saves $1,000.

But not every business owner shares Rich’s point of view. Some may not put enough on the Card to earn 
significant savings. Others find their existing payment systems work just fine.

Competitive edge.
Or just another way to pay?

“ The Plum Card gives us an  
advantage — the discount. I want 
that money back in my business.”

–  Rich Murov
M&M Control Service, Specialty Valve Distributor 
Member Since 1985

Circle no. 234 or http://architect.hotims.com


